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ABSTRACT
The study investigated the language teaching strategies used by
English Language teachers and how the strategies integrated with the
students' learning processes for improvement of teaching and learning of
English Language. The language teaching strategies referred to inclUded
teacher-centred strategi es and student -centred strategi es.
Four specirlc objectives guided this stUdy namely: to identify and
establish the language teaching strategies; to identify factors which
determined choice of teaching strategies; to identify relationships to
language learning processes and to identify constraints inherent in the
English Languageclassrooms.
Four streams of Form Three classes from two schools in Morogoro
Urban and Rural di stri cts were i nvesti gated. The sample compri sed of 158
respondents including 140 students and 18 English Language teachers. A
case stUdy approach was used. The data were collected througti
documentary reviews, Questionnaires, observation and interviews.
Qualitat i ve method of data analysi s was ernp1oyed.
It was found that 61.1% of English Language teachers relied on
student-centred language teaching strategies like pair/group/class
discussions} reading te>o:tssilently and loudly in the classroom. Student
centred language teaching strategies were more frequent than teacher-
centred language teaching strategies when teaching reading and speaking
skills. The major factors determining the choice of language teaching
strategies included availability of teaching/learning facilities, students'
linguistic background and teachers' training in English language
viii
methodology. There v....as Httle relationship (10.0%) between the language
teaching strategies used by teachers and the students' learning processes
observed in the classroorn. Students' lack of motivation and interest
created one of major constrai nts \¥hi1e the other major constrai nt was
teachers' perception of the students' English ability which made the
teachers concentrate on few able students in the classroom.
Some of the recommendations from the study included that English
language teachers should use both student-centred and teacher-centred
strategies which should involve all the students; that English language
teachers should be trained on how to integrate language teaching strategies
and learning processes in the classroom; that the government should make a
closer follow-up of the teaching/learning of English language so as to
minimise constrai nts.
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1CHAPTER ONE
1_0_ INTRODUCTION
/
1_0_1_ General Introduction
Tanzanla's LanguagePollc!J and Educatlon:
Engllsh Language teachl ng and Iearnl n!~ 1n Tanzanlan secondarq
schools faces man!-j problems. Among them lnclude the switch from
Klswahlll rnedlum of lnstructlon In prlrnary schools to Engllsh me,jlum In
:;econdary schools. The sv....itch occurs due to the prevall1ng language pollcy
In the educatlon system. \t'lhiteley (1969) observed that Tanzanla's language
pollcy In educatlon had alrnost remalned constant from 1914 to the early
1960's. Heobserve,j that ,jurlng the Gerrnancolonlal era Klswahlll was used
as medlum of lnstructlon In prlmarq schools. En!~l1shwas use,j as the
medlum of lnstructlon in post-primar!J levels of educatlon. Durlng the
Britlsh Colonlal era ~Klswahlll contlnued as a rnedlum of lnstructlon up to
the Cambrldge school certificate. In secondar!-j schools and hlgher
institutlons of learnln!~ Engllsh was used as the medlurn.
2teaching of Kiswahili as a sUbject would also be strengthened" (Rajabu and
Ngonyani t 994:8).
Furthermore, vo/hile Engllsh is taught as a sUbject, primary school
leavers selected for further education are particularly expected to have
some competence in Engllsh to enable them stud!J secondary school sUbjects
which are taught in Engllsh. This requirement to learn other sUbjects in
English could explain why the teaching and learning of Engllsh Language in
secondary schools is emphasized. The training of Engllsh language teachers
appears to be directed not so much toward primarq school teachers 8S to
secondary schools even though the foundation is laid in primary schools.
Likewise the English Language Teaching Support Project (ELTSP) targets at
improvement of Engllsh Language among secondary school teachers anlj
students.
Practically, the most serious problem facing Engllsh language
t.eaching and learning is the way Engllsh language is t.aught in the classroom.
Some studies show some evidence on the problem of teaching and learning
English language. Kyando (t 993) for example, observed that in primary
schools children learned very llUle reading and speaking skills. Mcha and
Numi (t 986) observed that secondary school students failed to
concept.uallse new knowledge in the classrooms. Criper and Dodd (t 984)
claimed that the secondary school students in Tanzania were inadequate for
Engllsh medium, to rnention just a few.
Hardly any study has been conducted on the actual process of teaching
and learning of Engllsh Language in t.he secondary school classroom.
Specifically, the language teaching strategies employed by English Language
3teachers and how these strategies relate to language learning processes has
strong impact on language learning outcomes. A stUdy of the strategies and
processes is cr1tical if Engllsh Language is to be strengthened through
creation of the general environn1ental support both outside and inside the
classroom which is the main avenue for systematic language teaching and
learning activities.
1.1. Background to the Problem
Engllsh Languagein Tanzania is used as the medium of instruction for
secondary schools, tertiary institutions and the colleges. As a whole,
however, English is a disadvantaged language as far as the teaching/learning
environment in the classroom in particular is concerned. This disadvantaged
position is due to lack of support from the school and home environments
which do not encourage fully the Engllsh language practice. In comparing
the teaching and learning activities of students v'/hen stUdying the English
Language in and out-of-class activities, Mushi (1989:109) found that
secondary school students had a tendency to do only the necessary reading
to enable them to do their written exercises or aSSignments well Reading
for the sake of improving one's own language competence was not favoured.
1.1.1. The Status of the English language in Tanzania
Engli sh Language in Tanzania is not only used as the medium of
instruction but also as language of internatlonal business and of newspapers
and textbooks. In Tanzania Engllsh is theoretl ca11y a second 1anguage (L2)
but in practice it is gradually becoming a foreign language (FL). As a second
language 1t is expected to serve day-to-day affairs (social, official,
4education, business etc) but it is not doing so. Stern (1983) presented a
distinction between a foreign language and a second language. He said that
L2 is used within the environment in which it is learnt e.g. Kiswahlli to
most Tanzanians. The Foreign language lacks environmental support. This is
the case of English in Tanzania. Teachers and students do not use the
English language frequently outside the classrooms where it is taught
because Kiswahili and vernaculars are used instead. Therefore this
justifies the fact that English is acquiring the status of a foreign language
rather than retainin!J a second language status in Tanzania.
The fact that Kis\Afahlli is the official and national language; the
medium of instruction in primar!~ schools and the language of dally life
affairs to the majority of Tanzanians reduces the enthusiasm in students to
learn a foreign language. Currently there is lack of English language
exposure to Tanzanian students. The lack of exposure is due to the fact that
Kiswahili is grOWingrapidly and extensively, it is increasingly undermining
the use of other foreign languages. Hence, the students and teachers have to
depend almost entirely on classroom interaction for the foreign language
mastery. The demands for effective pedagogical measures are therefore
vital if English language learning is to be achieved. Oneof the measures is
to emphasize the technical know how of the teaching and learning processes
in the classrooms. The integration of language teaching strategies and the
learning processes is one of the "how" learning of the language can be
enhanced in the classroom. The only place INhere the learning of English
language would take place effectively is in the classroom (Mbise, 1991).
Therefore emphasis on the teaching and learning of the FL in the classroom
is vital.
51.1.2. language Teaching and learning Situation in Tanzania
Secondary Schools
The current Engllsh language teaching and learning sftuatIon in
Tanzania is that: the classrooms are overcrowded (40-49 students)
(Kibogoya, 1988). There is low readabilfty of the available materials
(Kapinga, 1982). The teacher is the most important single resource for
promoting language mastery (Mbise, 199O. Some teachers are not well
trained and some were trained for teaching Literature but are forcerj to
teach Engllsh while they lack English Methodology knowledge (Ro!~-Campbell,
1990). In most cases teachers use teaching strategies which· do not
promote the Iearni ng of language skill s they intend to teach (Roy-Campbe11,
1990). Due to this sftuation, there is necessity to study classroom
interactions in English language so as to improve the teaching and learning
processes.
The learnin~ of different skills is emphasised in Tanzanian
classrooms. In language teachin!~, the mode or manner in which language is
used is what is referred to as language skill. The four skills are listening,
speaking, readi ng and writ ing. The li steni ng ski 11 (understandi ng skil I)
refers to the art of making one receive what another person is verbally
conveying. It is a receptive skill which is highly connected to perception of
ideas. The speaking skills refer to the productfon of meaningful sounds of a
language through the vocal organs. The readi ng ski 11s refer to the abil fty to
recognise sentences of a written discourse and comprehending issues from
the text. The wri tf ng ski 11s refer to the ps!~chomotor act i vfty whereby the
6learner uses his/her hand and other materials to put words and sentences on
a flat surface. What is emphasised in wrltin!~ skills is to make the learner
write meaningful strings of sentences.
The relationship between spoken language and reading is represented
in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. The Four Lin'Juistic Skills
Pn)ljuctive/ Active Receptive/Passive
aural speaking 1i steni ng
medium
Visual
medium wrlting reading
Source: Widdowson ( 1978:57)
Accordi ng to Widdowson (1978:57) the four Ii ngulst ic sk111s can be
expressed in a simple table: Table 1.1 illustrates vividly the difference
between the four skills, that is, speaking) listening, reading and wrlting.
This denotes that teaching strategies also w'ould differ according to the
type of skills which are being taught in the classroom. The
productive/active sl(111s,for instance could be taught through language
teaching strategies Which call for classroom activities like group
discussion) role playing, writing situational compositions. Whereas the
Receptive/Passive skills would be taught through language teaching
strategies which call for self-reliance on the part of the students under
guidance of the teacher. t'1ost of the classroom activlties are done by the
7students. ActivHies like listening to a tape recorded mo,jel speech and
discussing; reading a passage and raising Questions and interesting issues
from H and dIscussing it are conljusive for teaching language skills In the
classroom.
In t 987 the British and Tanzanian governments launched the English
1anguageTeaching Support Proj ect (ELTSP) wi th the objectIve of ral si ng the
standard of English language teaching and learning in secondary schools by
"flooding" the schools with graded readers. It IS assumed that the learning
of reading SkIlls both extensive and intensive is a measure to raIse the
levels of English competence in schools which are too low for effective
learning of other SUbjects taught in English. This stUdy Investigates
whether teachers are USIng language teaching strategies which integrate
wHh the learnIng processes required by students in readIng and speakIng.
Research evidence shows that students \"'Iould like to use the English
language in talkIng \¥ith foreigners or discussing issues of interest and
education internationally. They need to learn speaking skills. Thus it is
important that the teaching strategies used by teachers should promote the
1earning processes 1n readi ng and speaklng skU1s among the students to
promote maXImum achievement.
1.2. Statement of the problem
There are very few stUljies which have been carrIed out specifically
In the English Language teaching and learning processes In secondary
schools In TanzanIa. Manyof the studIes and pUbllcatlons, as Numl (t 99 t)
stated, have been "product" oriented. This means that researchers have
ten,jed to focus on the outcomes such as national examination results,
falling standards of English sensed in passing or failing national
examinations and performance in examinations Researchers have not
investigated what goes on during the "process" of learning the four skills,
that is, the nature of the teachers' and students' involvement. For instance,
little attempt has beenmade to investigate teachers' strategies which they
use in teaching reading and speaking skills, factors determining and
influencing the choice of teaching strategies and learning processes when
teaching reading and spoken English in the classroom and the relationship
between the teaching strategies and learning processes.
Manyof the studies and publications have dealt with general issues
like teaching methods which teachers used (e.g. l11ekwa 1977) the
theoretical perspective of teaching problems (e.g.Criper and DOdd,1984 and
Kibogoya 1988). The practical perspective is left out. As a result there is a
!~ap to be filled, that is, the "practical" part of teaching and learning
processes in secondary school classrooms. This stUdy attempts to
investigate the actual English language teaching strategies used by the
teachers and how they relate to the students' learning processes in the
Tanzanian secondary school classroom. The advantage of integrating the
teaching and learning processes is to improve lan~~uageteaching and
learning and the outcome.
The need to stUdy the problem of integrating English language
teaching strategies and the learning processes in Tanzanian secondary
school classrooms arose from the need to understand the actual language
9classroom acttv1ties. Such a stud~ was expected to establish facts which
could be used for gUiding teachers in schools and teachers colleges in
improving their English language teaching methodolo!~y. The stUdy therefore
broadly intended to examine the following issues as pertains to English
languageteaching in the classrooms:
The specific objecttves of this stUdy were:
(0 Teaching strategles used by the Engllsh language teachers in the
classroom in teaching reading and speaking skHls;
(11) Short-term and long term factors which determine the choice of
teaching strate!~ies and the learnin!~ processes.
(ill) The relattonship between teaching strategies and learning
processes in the classroom.
J -3_ Specific Objectives of the StUdy
1. To identify and to establish the teaching strategies used by English
language teachers in the classrooms.
2. To investtqate the factors which determine teacher's choice of
teachlng strategies of English language.
What language teaching strategies do teachers use in teaching
Engllsh reading and speaking skills?
3. To examine the nature of the relationship between language
teaching strategies and student learning processes in reading and
spoken language.
4. To identify constraints to effective use of teaching/learnin!~
strategies in En!~Hshlanguage classrooms.
Specifically, the stUdy was guided by the following questions:
Are certain language teaching strategies more prevalent than
others?
Which immediate and long term factors determi ne teachers' choice
of language teachi ng strategi es for each skil I - reading and
speaking?
\t1hich long term factors influence the choice of language teaching
strategi es?
What kind of relationship exists between the prevailing language
teaching strategies and the students' learning processes?
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What factors constrain the integration of language teaching
strategies and learning processes?
How could the teaching and learning of spoken English and reading
in English be improved?
1.4_ Significance of the StUdy
The findings of this stUdy v'/ill contribute to the improvement of the
English language teaching and learning in Tanzania by providing data and
information to be used by teachers} school inspectors} curriculum
developers and policy makers. How?
The secondary school English language teachers can be trained
in choosing appropriate language teaching strategies which improve
students' learning processes. Furthermore the ElTSP officials who
conduct in-service training for secondary school teachers of English will
learn about what actually goes on in the language classroom to enable them
strengthen their courses. As for the college tutors and University lecturers
the findings will enable them to improve their English language and
literature in English teaching methodology courses through the
incorporation of systematic integration of language teaching strategies and
students' learning processes in the teacher training programmes.
1'""1t.
1.5. Hypotheses
The following hypotheses guided this stUdy that:
1. Most English Languageteachers rel1ed on teacher-centred rather than
student-centred language teaching strategies.
2. Choice of language teaching strategies was determined by availability
or non-availability of teaching/learning materials and class size.
3. Given the constraints surrounding the teaching/learning of English
language in the classroom} little relationship between the language
teaching strategies and students' learning processes in reading and
speaking skills was e~-<pected.
1.6. Oeflnition of terms
Strategy: a consciously arrived at set of operations for achieving some
specific objectives. For example the teacher uses a certain
strategy in the classroom to make sure his/her specific
objective of the lesson is fulfilled at the end of the lesson.
A learning strateIJY:- cognitive operations over and above the process
directly entailed in learning achievement. for example
cramming an Engl1shword is a learning strategy.
1.3
A language learning stratelJY: cognitive operations entalled for solving
language learning problems. For example repeating a new
sentence several tirnes in spoken Engl1shlearning.
Language learning processes: overtly, are strategies and techniques
employed by the learner for acquisition of a language.
Covertly, are unconscious mental operations for acquisition of
language. In short it is the degree of target language
awareness on the learner (Stern t 983:339).
Language teaching strateglJ: a set of operations consciously planned for
imparting l1nguistic skills and knowledge on the learner, under
specific objectives. For example planning to direct pair
reading in a readin~Jcomprehension lesson.
Language skills: (in language teaching) is the mode or manner in which
language is used. Listening (understanding what is being said);
speaking (production of utterances through vocal organs);
reading (recognising meaningful symbols of a written
discourse) and writing (usin~J pen and paper to put down
strings of sentences) are generally called the four language
skills (Richards et aC 1985).
Integrate: relating or conjoining one thing to another to make one whole
and not two separate entities. For exarnple language teaching
strate!Jies are an input into the instruction of skills whereas
learning process is also an input. The two input categories co-
14
function in the instruction of skills process both aiming at the
same outcome which is achievement. Good achievement
requires the integration of the two inputs.
Teaching/learning materials: These include textbooks and all technological
media which assist the teaching process and the learning
process in the classroom session. Such materials include
manilla sheets with contents relevant for the session,
pictures} charts} tape recorders and cassettes} real Objects
andmodels.
Process: Seri es of changes} especiall!J the ones that happen unconscious1y
e.g. the process of learning} the process of digestion etc. In
order for a process to take place there must be input and the
outcome is measurable. For example "instructing" language
teaching strategy is an input into "attending" and
"comprehending" learning processes.
1_7_ Scope of the stUdy
The stUdy confined itself to teaching of reading and speaking skills
in relation to learning processes. In the reading skills} the stUdy limited
itself to the teaching and learning of Literature in English books and
comprehension passages. In the speaking skills} the stUdy limited itself to
aural-oral skills. Comprehension skills were divided into three major
categories: information gathering} manipulative thinking and evaluative
15
thInkIng. LIterature in English study comprised of characterisation, plot
summaries and themes.
1_8_ Umitot1ons
In order to increase the objectivity and reliability of the study,
respondents were English language teachers teaching the sUbject in the
selected schools at the time of the research. Students of four form three
streams which were randomly chosen from other streams of the selected
schools were also respondents for the research. One limitation which
occured was the necessity for the researcher to clarify terms like "teachIng
strategies" "integrate" which were in the research Instruments but new
termInologies to the teachers anlj stu.jents. This resulted into gIving
explanations before adrninistering Questionnaires.
1_9_ Orgonizot1on of the Study_
The study is organized into five chapters. Chapter one outlines the
problem and its background. Chapter two presents the review of literature
and conceptual framework. Chapter three describes the methodology of the
study. Presentation, data analySIS and discussion of the findings are dealt
with in chapter four. Chapter five presents the summary, conclusIons and
recommendations of the stud~.
The next chapter presents the revie\,y of literature related to the
study and the conceptual frarnework.
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CHAPTER TWO
2.0. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Thts chapter revtevv's the lIterature related to Engllsh language
teaching/learntng tn the classroom and presents the conceptual framework.
The revtew focuses on the general envtronrnent to the Foretgn Language(FL)
classroom; the language teachin!~ strategies and language learnin!~
processes; the relationship bet'vveen langua!~e teachtng strategies and
language learning processes as related to teaching and learning of reading
and speakin!~ sktlls; the rationale for inte!~rating language teachinQ
strategtes and learning processes in improving English language
teachingilearntng in Tanzantan secondary school classrooms.
2. 1 The Fore] gn language classroom
The language teaching strate!~y that an instructor uses influences the
presentation of subject matter and the stuljents' interpretation and
perception of the subject matter in the classroom. However} much
theorizing in FL acquisItion studies ignores the FL classroom as a relevant
source of data and as a relevant place to apply flndtngs (Van Lier) 1988:ix).
It ts believed that it is better to stud!-l the learner as an tndivtdual than a
number of learners in the classroom. This is because once there is an
observer at the back of the classroom the c1imate in the classroom ceases
to be natural. Recording of FL classroom behaviours} verbal exchanges and
activIties is therefore problematic (Travers) 1969:170). Travers (ibid)
suggested that to reduce the problem an alternative procedure was to
Travers (t 969) continued to comment that in educational psychology
such as in the language learning processes Ule concepts or varIables such
as memorIsIng, transfer and repetltl0n are aspects of behavIour and mental
processes as the student IS learning and as the teacher IS teaching.
Therefore carryIng a research on such processes IS not easy. Travers'
comment IS Qulte relevant to the present stud~~. It IS true that It IS not an
easy task to observe both the teacher teachIng and the student learnIng
simultaneously. For that matter tallies were put after every flve mInutes
and not after every h",o seconds as In Bellack's observations. Wlthin flve
mInutes recording could be done of the domInant teaching strategy and the
domInant overt learning process, theIr relationship and constraInts
inhIbitIng the processes.
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observe classroorn events on a limlted scale and classify them as they
occur. ThIS means that the researcher should not record everythIng In the
classroom, ObvIously It IS almost impossIble to record everythIng. The
researcher should record fe ...y events of his/her Interest on the problem area.
It IS true that the classroom has a lot of events. Bellack (t 966) was
observing the physical movement In the classroom and had something to
record in every two second such as Instructing, soliciting, response etc.
Flanders (t 970) observed the verbal exchanges, the teacher-talk and pupll-
talk and carne out with sorne findIngs. To mention just few. Therefore thIS
study also opted to observe fewer events in the classroom WhIChwere the
language teaching strategIes used by teachers and the overt students'
learnIng processes.
Among such approaches is the "ethnographic rnethod". Taft (t 987: 151)
suggested that it \ovasappropriate in a school or classroom research. He
was explaining the nature of Ethno!~raphic method as propounded by
~1alino....vski in the 1920s which had been discussed and modified over years.
~;mith and Geofrey in Taft (1987: 152) \"Iere the first to base a stUdy of
classroom processes usin!~ ethnographic method v·•..hich they described as
"microethnography" in the 1960s. Smith observed the classroom everyday
for one semester and kept copious field notes which he used as a basis for
his daily discussions with the class teacher. Geoffrey observed the
teacher's behaviour so as to conceptualise the teachin!=lprocess. Both of the
investigators were participants in the classroom, although one was more of
an observer and the other more of an initiator and an informant. This
study's observer, like Srnith anlj Geoffrey used the microethnographic
method to observe the behaviours and activities of both the teacher and the
students so as to conceptualise the integration of the teaching strategies
and the learning processes in the En!~lish language secondary school
classroom. The weakness of the ethnographic rnethod is subjectivity. This
t-'lethodsof conducting classroom observation:-
There are many methods of obsenling units such as the learner, the
classroom, the school on one hand and the individual, the family, the society
on the other. Current trends tend to favour the phenomenolo!=licalapproaches
to the studies of such units v'lhereby the researcher stays within the setting
of the unit for a considerable tirne so as to restore the naturalness of
his/her stay. Researchers in developed countries adopted such approaches
and they could collect valid data.
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is because the ethnographer notices a lot of things frorn whicrl s/he has to
select things for reporting. However, reliability can be enhancedby making
a "synoptic chart" prescribed b!~fvlalinowski on which inferences are to be
based. Thi s study adopted thi s chart to summari se the classroom
behaviours/activities and conclude the lan!~uage teaching strategies and
learning processes use,j in teaching reading or speaking skills in a
particular class session. A suitable observation instrurnent for this stwjy
was developed.
Observation schedules formed one instrument for data collection. The
schedules were used to observe the teaching strategies in relation to the
learning processes in the En!~lish Language Classroom. Two observation
models were examined to provide an appropriate one for the stUdy. Flanders'
(1970) observation model concentrated on the teacher-talk categories. It
contained only two pupil-talk categories which was initiation and response.
The model lacked other processes like imitation, practice, repeating
comprehending which were the very learnin!~ processes investigated.
Bellack's (1966) observation model V'diich was earlier used by ~·lbise
(1976) and f1bundaet al (1991) was also considered by the researcher. It
consists of "moves" or classroorn manouvres v....hich teachers and students
use in teaching/learning interactions. This model was thought to be
inappropriate because it paqs more attention in physical movements and
coding of the moves \'vas done ever!d two seconds. It concentrated on
interaction rather than on teaching strategies and learning processes. A
process is series of changes that happenconsciously or unconsciously hence
the model was only partly used in this stUdy. The schedule used in this
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study borrowed much from Bellack's model but behavioursl actlvitles WhlCh
deplcted a certaln learning process or teaching strategy were tallled in the
observatlon form and provided the language teaching strategy and learning
process after every five minutes.
2_2. Research on English language Teaching in Tanzanian
Secondary Schools
Several studles on the teachlng of Eng11shLanguage in Tanzanlan
secondary schools have beenconducted. These studles have malnly examined
the problems of Engllsh Languageteaching and learnlng. Among some of the
studles include ~llek\.ya (1977) who studled "The Teaching of Eng11sh
Languagein Tanzanian secondar!~Schools". This descrlptlve and evaluatlve
study focusselj on the problems teachers and students encountered in thelr
dany actlvitles as Eng11shLanguage teachers andlor learners. Speciflcally,
the study lnvestlgated teachers' and students' attitudes towards Eng11sh
Language; teaching materials used; teachlng methods used and the Eng11sh
syllabus.
Form Four classes of Dar es Salaam secondary schools were lnvolved
ln WhlCh 80 students and 20 teachers partlclpated. Data were collected
through analysis of documents, non-partlclpant observatlon (using
check11sts), unstructured interviews andQuestlonnalres.
The main findings were: First, an overwhelmlng majority of students
and teachers demonstrated positive attitudes towards Eng11shLanguage ln
spite of the prevan 1ng SOClo-po11tl caI c11mate that appeared to favour the
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development of Klswahll1 not only as a llngua franca for Tanzanla but also
as a medlum of lnstructlon. Second, the shortage of teachlng materlals and
other faclllt1es was a serlous problem makln!~ the teachers' work dlfflcult.
Thlrd, the teachln!l methods used In the classrooms were not approprlate
because teacher-talk was domlnatlng. Fourth, the Engllsh syllabus needed
to be changed from grammatlcal to communlcatlve type.
It was concluded frorn the study that the teachlng of Engllsh Language
In secondary schools needed lmprovement especlally In the natlonal
languagepoll cy, teachl n!~materlal sand methodology.
Another study was conducted by Karugaba (1986) who studled "The
Role of Klswahll1 In the Teachlng of Engllsh Language In Tanzanlan
secondar!Jschools". The study almed at flndlng out lf Swahll1 was used at
all In the teachlng of Engllsh Language in Tanzanlan secondary schools and
the clrcumstances Swah111was used. The study also investlgated the
posslble value of use of Swah1111nthe teachlng of Engllsh.
Thls study lnvolved 13 randomly selected secondary schools In Dar es
Salaam andMorogoro re!~lons. The respondents lncluded 21 Engllsh Language
teachers teachlng Form Tv·•..o and Four classes. Data were collected through
classroom ~bservatlons (uslng classroom observaUon schedules). Face to
face lntervlew were also used.
The maln flndlng was that Swahll1 was used by some teachers whlle
other teachers elther avolded It or used It In very controlled clrcumstances
during their teaching of different lessons. It was concluded that there was
need for promotion of Swahili in the English Lan~]uageClassroom.
The purposes of English Teachin~] in Tanzanian secondary schools
especially the teachers' perceptions and problems was another study by
Kibogoya (1988). The study aimed at finding out the main causes of
deterioration in the teaching and use of English in Tanzania. The study
attempted to define clearly the aims of teaching English and its role in
Tanzania. l1oreover, the study aimed at establishing whether or not the
English Language syllabUS being used in Tanzania was suitable for the
context within which it was being implemented.
The study involved 15 Tanzanian English Language teachers
participation in a four month in-service course in the teaching of English in
Leeds University (England). Some Dar es Salaam secondary school classes
were also used as sample. The methods of data collection used comprised of
Questionnaires, discussions, interview with respondents and direct
observation of English classes.
The main findings ..•yere: Teachers faced a lot of problems due to the
language policy of the country and sociolinguistic environment; teacJ1ers
were blamed on the issue of the falling standard of English but actually the
whole education system was responsible for the deterioration; teachers did
not use a differentiated approach to language teaching, that, is, they used
same methods of teaching in all class sessions; a changeover to Kiswahili
as a medium of instruction in secondary schools was highly desirable
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because it was found out that even Engllsh Language itself was being taught
in KiswahllL
It was concluded from the study that the Tanzanian education system
and languagepollcy were responsible for the deterioration of the standards
of Engllsh Languageand not the Engllsh Languageteachers.
Another aspect of Languageteaching improvement involves the school- - -
inspectors. Mbwambo's (1990) study specifically focussed on "The
Inspectorate andTeacher Quality in Tanzanian Secondar-yschools". It was an
evaluative stUdy intended to investigate the school inspectorate's adequacy
in perforn1ing supervisory and advisory services to the schools so as to
improve the quallty of Engllsh Language.
The stUdy sample included 55 respondents in total. These respondents
included pubUc secondar!J school Engllsh teachers} heads of Secondary
schools and school inspectors. I)uestionnaires and interview schedules were
the instruments used for data collection.
The main finding was that the re-formation of the inspectorate was
valld because the inspectors' advice and recommendations helped very much
to solve some of the Engllsh Languageteachers' problems.
The stUdy concluded that school inspection} especially in Engl1sh
Languageteaching should be emphasized so as to improve the teaching of the
language.
So far the stud1es rev1ewed have not addressed the actual Engllsh
Language teach1ng and learn1ng processes tak1ng place in the classrooms.
Nelther have the stud1es concentrated on the 1nvolvement of the Engllsh
Language teachers and the students 1n var10us language classroom actlvlt1es
and the1r subsequent outcomes. To understand why teach1ng and 1earn1ng of
Engllsh Language does not atta1n the expected 1earn1ng outcomes It 1s
necessary to analyse the actual teach1ng and learn1ng strateg1es and
processes prevall1ng 1n the Engllsh Language classroom 1nTanzania.
2.3. The language teaching strategies
In the process of teach1ng and 1earn1ng teachers use dlfferent
methods. Some of the methods are lectur1ng, group work and d1scovery both
free and gu1ded. These can also be 1nterpreted as teach1ng styles. Teach1ng
strateg1es are consc10us teach1ng operatlons wh1ch are developed in the
process of uS1ng the styles. Through the teach1ng strateg1es the teacher
motlvates the students to learn and helps students to focus attentlon on the
content, teach1ng/learn1ng mater1als and objectlves of 1nteractlon as s/he
presents h1s/her lesson. Dur1ng pract1ce sess10n the teacher gU1des the
practlce 1n organ1sat10n of the 1earn1nq. The teacher 1s supposed to
re1nforce wlth1n the students' 1earn1ng act1v1tles even dur1ng the
further/freer practlce part of the lesson. Whatever strategy the teacher
uses for a partlcu1ar topic the a1m should be to promote students' 1earn1ng./
processes so that they can aCQu1rethe target language.
Promotlng students' learning processes 1s not an easy task espec1ally
1n mass-1nstructlon classrooms like the secondary school classrooms 1n
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Tanzania. Saltz, in Allen (1965) in his study on the FL classroom suggested
that when teaching speaking skills in large classes of 40-45 stUdents, the
best strategy was to put the students in groups and assign each group a task
which would give each student some practice in speaking and llstening to
the target language. If the class was divided into groups of ten or less, It
was easy for the teacher to move from group to group noticing individuals
problems and assisting them. Brady (1985) called this procedure student-
centred strategy.
2-3_1_ The student-centred and teacher-centred teaching
strategies
There are two approaches to the teachi n\l of FL. The student -centred
approach and the teacher-centred approach wlthin which the teaching
strategies can be determined. In the student-centred (learner-centred or
pupil-centred) approach the language teaching strategies used are those
whi ch allow the teacher and the students vv'orking together to determi ne the
content and techni ques of handll ng the sUbject matter, thus f acn ltati ng the
growth of students' cognltive abnlty. The approach also encourages high
degree of student verbal and physical participation in the language
classroom. The teacher-centred approach is characterised by the teacher
planning the content, choosing the techniques of handllng the SUbject
matter, setting the assignment and directing the classroom activlties.
Some of the studies on the teacher-centred and student-centred
approaches include that of Jenks (1981) and Brady (1985). Analysing the
two approaches, Jenks F.L. in Alatis et al (1981:216) stated that under the
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teacher-centred approach the teaching strategies include the teacher
directing and gUiding learners to use learning materials. In this approach,
the teacher makes adjustments in the manner of presentation; the teacher
activities to attain the objectives of the teacher tallored programme. Under
student-centred approach teaching strategies include the teacher selecting
relevant teaching materials to suit the learner's learning objectives and
techniques and assessing the learning process. From Jenks view, the type of
approach is determined by teacher's activeness. In teacher-centred
approach the teacher is more active than in student-centred appro/jch,
v\'here the student is more acti ve than the te/jcher.
Brady (19S5:5), in his study of models and methods of language
teaching has differentiated the teacher centred and student-centred
strategies in teaching in general. His model has provided the underlying
assumptions for the conceptual framework in this study.
Applied lingUists suggest that student-centred strategies are better
than teacher-centred strategies to be used in the FL classroom. Brumfit
(19S5:90t for example, suggested that the student-centred strategies are
good because the students co-operate through fUll verbal and physical
participation in the FL classroom. Valdman (1966:220) was another scholar
who had simllar suggestions to those of Brumftt. He contended that in
teaching speaking skills enough oral drills and frequent practice sessions
are vital so as to enable students to develop the speaking and listening
skills. He insisted on free use of the language laboratory by the students.
The recommended average time for speaking practice per student per day
was proposed to be twenty minutes.
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Directing practice strategy is not only necessary for teaching
speaking skills but also for teaching rea,jinQ skills. It could be very
difficult to learn a language without practice. In the teaching/learning
processes of the readi ng ski II sin the c1assroorn the presentati on and
initiation stages should be shortened to enable the practice and
further/freer practice stages to be long enough.
The literature surveyed indicated that the FL teacher is obliged to
bring real situations to the classroom. That is to say real objects, actions
and people should be used as teaching aid. Since the classroom is the only
formal place where FL is taught and learnt real situations are to be brought
into the classroom in form of real Objects, charts, posters and pictures
(Kibogoya, 1988:36; Chomsky, t 965). This study presupposes that such a
strategy is difficult to use in the Tanzanian classroom setting where in
most cases the teacher uses only the blackboard and chalk. The use of other
teaching/learning materials is hindered by econornic problems whereby the
school lacks financial resources for buying materials like manilla sheets.
.Johnson (f 981) argued that language teaching strategies which the
teacher used had to bring about meaningful images in the stUdent, that is to
say the student should visualise the necessity of learning a particular topic.
Bringing real situations to the class, for example, can make the student feel
that s/he is dealing with the real world and not non-existing world. The
stUdent must be involved in every stage of the lesson because "to learn is to
do". Moreover, the FL teacher should tolerate errors from the students
because in the inter-language stage of language development, that is, after
elementary stage, when a student tries to express something s/he is not
sure how to say a is important feature of learning process. Normally the
secondary school students in Tanzania are in the inter-language stage of
Engl1shlanguage development. It couhj be easy to teach such students but
there are many factors which detennine the choice of language teaching
strategies.
2.3.2. Factors which determine the choice of language teaching
strategies.
Brumfa (1985) sU~Jgestedthat there are many environmental factors
which influence the teaching process spec1ficalltl the choice of teaching
strategies. The factors cover the use of time, space, human anlj material
resources in order to increase the efficiency of teaChing. Besides,
interaction affects pupil/teacher behaviours and content matter because.
"a is not Just the teacher's transmission" strategies but the pupil's
"reception" strategies which influence pupil performance" (Child 1986:87).
Here Child was tnJing to point one factor v"hich affects the choice of
teaching strategies, that is, student's cooperation in the classroom. There
are many sub-factors wahin the nature of the student which affect
teachers' choice of teaching strategies. The student's linguistic background
for example can affect the teachers' choice of teaching strategies.
Students' interest on the target language can also affect the teachers'
choice of teaching strategies. For example, Child, (1986) showed that some
evidence has revealed a posaive correlation between student's interest in a
SUbJect and the level of achievement in the SUbJect. Thus interest Elnd
achievement are mutuan~J enhancing. To ftdrj rnore, stl..lljent's attitwjes
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towards the sUbject} the teacher ijnd even the school matters. Therefore the
student co-operation, Interest and attaudes are crucIal factors whIch
affect the chOIceof teachIng strategIes.
The nature of the teacher hImself Iherself IS a factor whIch affects
the chOIceof language teachIng strategIes In the followIng ways:. Teacher's
SOCIalexpectations (to do wah the behavIour and groomIng of chlldren-the
well behaved and better-groomed chlld beIng favoured) teacher's academIC
expectations of the students (the student's perceIved academIc abtlay);
teachers tendency to entertaIn such expectatIons In nlass Instructton, by
Interacting wah the few able students and ne!~lecting the majoray In the
classroom; the teacher's personalay qualitIes such as mastery of language,
teachIng experIence and self-confidence matter In the chOIce of teachIng
strategIes (Mackey,1966).
Soclo11ngulstic context IS another factor \'VhlChaffect the chOIce of
teachtng strategtes. Chlld (1986) had a that a condUCIvesocl011ngulstic
enVIronment prOVIdesthe student with opportunates for rehearsal of good
practices. HesaId lectures, tutorIals and sernlnars help to gtve theoretical
background but good practice after classroom seSSIonsare Important. In the
enVIronment llke the one In TanzanIa where Engllsh language practice ts not
eXIsting outSIde the classroom, the teacher faces difficulties tn chOOSIng
language teachIng strategIes suitable for readtng and speakIng SkIlls. In
most cases s/he v,/ould opt for teacher-centred strategIes whIch do not
demandstudents' practice out of the classroom.
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The teaching/learning materials availability adequacyand sufficiency
determine the teachers' choice of teaching strategies. Freudenstein R. in
Alatis et al (t 98 t :275) revealed the importance of these materials which}
long before the advance of instructional technology they were called
"teaching aids" but currently they are called "technological media". This
study calls thern "teaching/learning materials" because Tanzania's
secondary schools are far from having language laboratories} computers and
other linguistic technological media. Freudenstein said that these
materials can serve four purposes namely; to help simplify the choice of
teaching strategies; teacher's work is simplHie1j; the use of mother tongue
by the students can be avoided; the materials act as instruments of
motivation. Hence the teaching/learning materials stimulate the learninQ
process and simplif!J the teaching process.
The class size is another Ijeterminant of the choice of language
teaching strategies. The smaller the class (t 0-20 students) the greater the
tendency to choose student -centred 1anguage teachi ng strategi es. The
smaller the class the greater the tendency to integrate the language
teaching strategies and the learning processes (Jakobovits) t 974:8 1). There
is a causative relationship between the language teaching strategies used
and the size of the class} that is} a big class (above 20 students) causes the
preference of use of teacher-centred language teaching strategies like
lecturing and talk-chalk} v'thich would enable all students and not few
students to learn.
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2-4. The language learni ng Processes
The rnost precise definition of language learning process was
advanced by Titone in Alatis et al (1981) which cornblned three theories.
Firstly, the language learning process includes tactical operations which
involve mental co-ordination and 1nte!1ration in order to form habit. The
process 1n th1s sense is marked by conditioning (llke Skinner's operant
conditlon1ng). Th1S1SbehaViorist perspective to FL learn1ng. The student
uses learn1ng strateg1es I1ke repetition of sentences or words so as to
1nternal1se them. Reinforcement is important. Teachers should prov1de
enough time for repetition and reinforcement in the classroom. In other
words, the student-centred approach prevail s.
Secondly, the language learning process is to form rules of the target
language, to select, to programme operations and store the rules in long-
term memory to retrieve later on. This is cognitlvlst perspective to FL
learning. The student uses learning strategies l1k:ememorising, cramming
and imitating and other strategies to aid the acquisition, storage, retrieval,
and use of information. This is important for the teachers to understand
that students have greater duty than teachers 1nthe learning process. hence
teachers' strategies should be ones which focus on language rule-learning
actlvit1es and contextual1sation (as in notional-functional FL teaching
approaches). Even th1s definit10n advocates the student-centred approach.
Thirdly, the language learning process is to use learner's experiences.
It consists of variables such as learner's schemata, world-View, attitUdes,
cognit1ve learning strategy, metal1ngulstic awareness etc. This is human
psychologist perspective of FL learning. The student uses learning
strategies like self-directin!~, free reading, free writing and programming
llke listening to radio broadcasts. The teacher should take into
consIderation the students' abllities, aptitudes and attitudes and that the
student always takes actions to make learning easier, faster, more
enjoyable and more effective (Goethals, 1994). The teacher-centred
approach prevalls w'here !~uldancefrom the teacher matters. In TanzanIan
secondary schools teachers tend to concentrate on few able students In the
classroom and Ignore others sa~Jlng 'They never learn". Therefore thIS
definitIon IS Informative to teachers and researchers.
The language learnIng process therefore, facllitates the reverslbllity
of activities In the FL classroorn, that IS, In the teachIng process the
student learns from the teacher who learns from the student. TeachIng IS
"spIral" rather than llnear, that IS, there IS integration and overlappIng In
the teaching/learnIng process. The teachIng process IS adaptIve to the
ablllties of the students. In TanzanIa classroom there are few actIvitIes
done withIn the time allocated for EnglIsh language SUbject hence there IS
InsuffICIent time for reverslblllty of activitIes, Integration and overlappIng
of the classroom processes and teacher's conSIderation of students'
personalitIes. Most of the classroom tirne IS dedIcated to Question-answer
sessions of the low level (recall) (Kyando, 1993). hence a need for thIS
study.
In the readl ng skll 1s classrooms, Brurnfi t (1985:90) suggested that
the "sllent way" learnIng strategy IS conducIve whereby the students read
texts sllently expecting to learn somethIng and work on theIr own
especially in a language laboratory. Whenever the student has a problem
s/he consults the teacher. In speaking skills H is advisable to employ
suggestopaedia strategies 'Y·/herebystudents' repetitions are important as
they are condHioned on the language. Exposure to the intonation and
pronunciation of the target language is important. This can be done through
playing cassettes wHh relevant words, sentences and paragraphs so as to
repeat and internalfse them.
The overt learning processes can be observed in the classroom b~
observing the students' verbal and physical behaviours and activHies. A
student answering an oral question correctly can be regarded as having
formed the right concepts and made the right generalfsations hence s/he is
applying the generalfsations, in other words the process of learning is going
on in him/her (Taba, 1963). A student reading a passage then comprehending
the ideas from the passage as expected, a student attending (lfstening)
seriousl!~ to the teacher and performing a non-verbal action lfke nodding is
said to be learning (Burt and Dulay in Alatis et al 1981). A student
explaining wHh confidence to ,jefend a point is said to be learning.
2-4_1_ Factors Affecting learning Processes
Apart from the factors mentioned above, that is, the students' co-
operation, interest and attHudes, the nature of the teacher, the
sociolfnguistic context, the avallabllHy of T/l materials and the class size
which affect both teaching and learning processes, the following solely
affect the learning process. First, the students' learning techniques affect
the learning process. The effectiveness of the learning technique has
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bear1ng on the extent of learn1ng process.. The notlon that students vary
w1dely 1n the1r aptltudes and ablllt1es they br1ng to the FL classroom 1s
appllcable here. Second, the students' asp1ratlons and objectlves of learning
the FL affect the learn1ng process. For example 1f the natlonal goal 1s to
study Engllsh langua!~e to enable students understand SUbjects taught
through the language, 1f the student does not asp1re to contlnue wlth
stud1es, h1s/her learn1ng processes would not take place as expected
wh1chever teach1ng strategies the teacher used 1n such a student's
classroom. Therefore the closer the students' object1ve to the natlonal
objectlves the better the learn1ng process.
2.5. The Rationale for integrating language teaching
strategies and learning processes.
Language learn1ng can be llkened to an industry 1nWh1Chthe 1nput 1s
the language teach1ngstrateg1es and lts related var1ables such as teachers'
personallty and academ1c qualltles, the soc1011ngu1stlc context and
avallablllty of TIL mater1als, the students' cooperatlon and 1nterests. Th1S
1nput 1s processed 1n the learn1ng process. The learn1ng process selects
r1ght mater1als for good outcome (good performance of the language Sk1lls).
The selectlon ls of right learn1ng techn1ques and strateg1es by the student.
Therefore the student has a greater responsiblllty in the learning process
than the teacher (Van Lier 1988:24).
Certainly language teachers frequently follow the presentat10n,
practice and further/free Practlce (PPP) methodology of language teach1ng
1n the classroom but do they really have the students' productlon of the
target languageas their goal? This is doubtful. In most cases the goal is to
cover the syllabus and not the students to use the language with proflciency
after the course. There is a need.. within language teaching, for a
commitment to trying to control not only the input but actually the learning
process and v'Ihat is learnt (outcome). This is the rationale for integrating
language teaching strategies and learning processes. To support this view
Gage (1978:63) commented that the FL teacher is the facilitator, helper,
adVisor, coordinator and resource person who has a great obligation of
tTIakingsure that the learning process of the other person (stUdent) does
occur and the outcome \¥hich is improvement in the language performance is
good. By trying to facilitate the learning process the teacher uses teaching
strategies which are the right ones for the particular learner's age, level
abi1i ty and context.
Further, learning involves both teacher and student roles. The role
relationship between the teacher and the student is the essence of
integrating teaching strategies and learning processes in the FL classroom.
This is because the teacher and the stUdent, as experienced members of the
classroom community in a particular society bring with them their own
perceptions of what constitutes language teaching, language learning and
language outcome. Therefore both the teacher and the student are jointly
vested with the responsibility to create, promote and sustain learning
opportunities in the FL classroorTI. Both the teacher and the student are
expected to do their roles through meaningful interaction and co-operation.
This is not a new phenomenon. "Niddowson (1979) observed that during the
less complicated days of audiolingualism and structural teaching, the
teachers ostensibly knew what the~ were supposed to teach and the
students ostensibll!J kne\·v \'vhat they vv'ere supposed to learn. This was
primarlly because structural textbooks carried at the beginning of every
lesson a llst of grarnmar and vocabulary items ··.·vhichvv'erethe focus of that
particular lesson. Hence choice of teaching strategies \,vassimple. Recent
tren,js in Fl pedago!~!JIay a greater emphasis on teacher and students
perceptions of classroorn airns and activities which facllitate language
learning for occupational and academic purposes. linguists tend to
emphasise the "performance' propoundelj b!J Chomsky (1965) in the Fl
classroom rather than the "cornpetence" part of language learning. This
means that the student learns the lan!~ua!~efunctionally or for his/her
personal use immediatelq or later in life an,j not simplq learnin~ the Fl for~ ~ ~
simple purposes as passin!~ the target language's examination. Some
llnguists can this sHuation "communicative Approach to language teaching".
In this modern approach the integration of teaching strategies and learning
processes is emphasized.
In the account of the above explanations it is} then} fairly safe to
assume that the narrov'ter the gap between teacher intentional operations
and learner interpretation} the greater are the chances of achieving desired
learning outcomes. Although this gap is a crucial factor in Fl pedagogy}
very llttle research has been conducted to assess potential sources of
mismatch behveen teachers intended teaching strategies and the students'
1earning processes} hence the present stUdy.
Yolhatis the rationale for integrating language teaching strategies and
learning processes in improving the teaching of Engllsh language in
Tanzanian secondary school classrooms'? Integrating language teaching
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strategies and learning processes is important because it makes Fl teaching
easier and more successful by making the language teacher choose teaching
strategies which are related to the learning processes of all students. For
example, directing group discussions to facilitate language practice
learning process.
The English language teacher should ask hirnselfiherself before actual
teaching the Questions: which strategIes can be used for the particular
class with partIcular students' learnIng strategIes? V'/hat speCIfic learnIng
outcomes are Intended and expected? To answer these Questions IS to find
language teachIng strategIes to attaIn the Til objectives, that IS, whIch
Integrate with the learnIng processes.
In the Instructional process Implernentatlon of the strategIes
involves a careful Instructional organIsation by the teacher, and careful,
verbal Interaction and Interperson Interaction. Furthennore, there are some
factors whIch affect the chOIce and use of teachIng strategIes to be
conSIdered by the teacher. Sebatane's (t 99 1:l) stUdy In lesotho prImary
school classrooms revealed the followin~ factors:
The school management.. teacher's Qual1fications,
phYSIcal facllitles, class size, shortage of staff,
pupil/teacher ratio, adequacy and Quality of teaching
materials and equipment and general school climate.
Sebatane writing on the classroom Instruction In general argued that
the only way to Improve the situation despite all these factors was to
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improve the classroorn interaction strategies and not clinging to the chalk-
and-chalk pedagogical strategies employed by many third world teachers.
2.6. Conceptual Framework
The focus of this study \NaSon the integration of language teaching
strategies and language learning processes in a Foreign Language (FL)
classroom. A language teaching strategy is a set of operations for
imparting skills and knowledge of a target language to the student under
specific objectives. At the sametime, the language learning process
consists overtly of learning techniques and strategies employed by the
learner and covertly, of unconscious mental operations for acquisition of
language (Stern 1983:339).
Language teaching strategies and learning processes in this study
were viewed in the broader context of teacher-centred and student-centred
activities. Brady (1985) viewed these activities in terms of underlying
principles which could be translated into actual language teaching
strategies and the associated learning processes.
Brady (1985) summarised the principles underlying the teacher-
centred and student-centred strategies as shown in table 2.1 below.
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Table 2.1 The Difference between Teacher-centred Approach and Student-
cented Approach.
Exhibit t -2 The Continuum of Teacher-centred and pupil-centred methods
Teacher-centred Pupll-centred
- Views learni ng as acquisition of - Views learni ng 8S acquisltlon of experience:
knO\vledge; intellectual development effective development
- Teacher's main function is to instruct - Teacher's main function is to evoke
- Emphasises teacher as judge} censor - Emphasises teacher as facilitator supporter
- Teacher selects learning experiences - Puplls contri bute to selection of learni ng
experiences.
· Encourages teacher-pupil interaction · Encourages pupil- pupil interaction
· Emphasis on tests and grades · Emphasis on less traditional evaluation
· Does not encourage group \N'ork · Encourages the use of groups
· Evaluation is a teac:her responsi bility - Evaluation 1S jointly determined
· Emphasises teacher control · Emphasises pupil partici pation
Source: Brady ( 1985:5).
As shown in table 2.1} Brady put the two types in a continuum in
whi ch on the 1eft there are the assumpt ions underl yi ng the teacher-centred
strategi es. Under the teacher-centred approach, teact1i ng is vi ewed as
imparting knowledge for students' aCQuisition and mental development.
The teacher mainly instructs and cornmands as a jUdge. There is teacher-
pupil interact i on whereby the pupi 1 is assumed to be tabula rasa expecting
to get knowledge from tt1e teact1er. Trlerefore in teacher-centred approach
the teacher controls every behaviour and activity in the classroom. On the
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other hand in the student-centre,j approach} teaching is viewed as free
acqUisition of knowled!Je b~Jthe student through affective development.
Hence free practice activities and !Jroup discussions \·vould prevail. The
teacher mainly support the learning as an a,jvisor or facilitator. There is
pupil-pupil interaction wllereby the pupils exchange their experiences and
learn from each other arllj frorn the teacher Who learns from them.
Therefore in the student-centred approach pupil self evaluation and full
participation dominate in the classroom.
In consideration of Brad~is principles} variety of opinions can be
,jeduced concerning the relationship betv·teen language teaching strategies
and learning processes. The relationship between Ule two sets of variables
can be represented according to the aSSOCIationof each language teaching
strategy and the resulting learning process. Table 2.2 below displays the
two sets of variables and their relationships.
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Table 2.2. A t'1odel showfng the Relatfonshfp Between the Language
Teachfng StratelJfes and the Learnfng Proceses.
Language Teach1ng Strateg1es Language Learn1ng Processes
Story tellfng Word relationshfp
Encoljf ng pronuncl at 1on
Encoding of word meanings
Pictorfal demonstraUon Transf erf n!l of knovvl ed!le~ ~
Internalisatlon
Patterning of Hems Pai ri ng parts of sentences
V10rd arnmgement
~1atchlng language items
Categorf zat fon Arrangfng language items accordfng
to subtopics
Characteri Zl ng 1anguage 1tems
ImHation Apprm<imat i on of the model
Attendfng to the discourse
Practising
Contextualisation Relatlng texts to dany life
Retrfevfng
Personf fj cat fon Relatlng \Nord lterns to llv1ng things
Recognit fon of fnf ormat ion
Dramatization Role pJa~Jfng
Relatfng word items to lfving things
RepetfUon Attendfng to the language Hems
Internalisation of lan!lua!le Hems
Source: Own Survey (August, t 994)
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Table 2.2 atternpts to explain the relationships. Story telling
teaching strategy as an introduction to the rei:lding skills lesson results into
such learning processes as students making word relationships and
transfering the knoYvledgethey encode in the story to the passage read in
the lesson; encoding pronunciation of Y'Iords and \·yord meanings. Pictorial
demonstration teaching strategy results into students transfering the
knowle,jqe from the picture to the skills they learn} then the students
interna11se the knoY·tledqe. A teacher can enter into the classroom and
display T/L materi a1s 11ke manill a sheets or vi deo show and demonstrate a
topic-paying attention is the learning process. In short} the teacher-
centred language teaching stmte!~ies warrants the teacher to schedule
activities and make adjustments according to his/her objectives and not
necessarilq stu,jents' needs. The stUdents just crarn or memorise Y'/hat they
are being commanded.
The stUdent-centred strategy - directing free work in language lab} is
interrelated to pmctising learning process whereby a student stays in the
language laboratory v'l1thout Hie teacher for twenty minutes everyday to
pr~ctise spoken lan!~ua!~e. The teacher} directln!~ oral drills strategy is
interrelated to practising and repeating learning processes whereby all
students repeat ¥lOrds or sentences said b!~the teacher. When they repeat
f or several ti mes they are practi si ng them hence the 1earni ng process is
assumed to be takinq place. When the teacher directs all the stUdents to
read silently or aloud the expected learning process is comprehending} that
is} perceiving the content of the text. Sometimes the teacher guides
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students to use their language experiences by asking them situational
questions. The expected learning process here is transfer of knowledge
from what they know to what they are learning at the moment. When all
students sit in a semi-circle and discuss sentences or word meanings, the
expected interrelated learning process is retrieving, that is, recall of past
experiences and transfering. \,.yhenthe teacher asks questions and the
student answers them correctly and defend hisiher answer sihe is learning.
An adaptation of teacher-centredllearner-centred teaching strategies
and learning process variables was therefore valuable in explaining the
observed teaching and Iearning behaviourslacti vit ies in the Tanzanian
English language classroom. The teacher-centredil earner-centred
teachingilearning variables vvereused to identify and establish the language
teaching strategies used b~~English language teachers while teaching
reading and speaking skills in the classroom; locating factors and
constraints which affect the teachers' choice of such strategies;
identifying the relationsrlip between the teaching strategies and the
learning processes in the classroom.
Chapter three discusses the research procedures and methodology
employe,j in the stUdy.
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CHAPTER THREE
3_0_ RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Thi s chapter discri bes the methods and tools used to obtai n data. The
study used the case study approach to e:><aminethe problem of integrating
English language teaching strategies and learning processes in Tanzanian
secondary school classrooms. This approach 'was thought to be appropriate
for two reasons: first ..only three months were allocated for the field work
so it was relatively short time and given interruptions in the schools such
as holidays, it was impossible to study all the secondary schools in the
country. Second..the study relied greatly on indepth observation which was
rather demanding. Observing many schools 'would result into hurried
procedures, inadeQuateand superfi ci ali nformati on.
The procedures follov .•.·ed in obtaining the data are discussed under the
following scheme:
(a) The description of the population
(b) Sample characteristics and rationale
(c) The Description of Instruments
3_1_ The Descrlption of the populatlon
3_ 1_ 1_ Area of the Study:
This was a case study on integrating English language teaching
strategies and learning processes in the classrooms of secondary schools.
There are thirteen secondary schools in fV10rogoro urban and rural districts
out of which two schools were studied which is a representation of 15%.
Two secondary schools 'were chosen on the assumption that they would have
all the characteri st i cs observable in other secondary schooIs.
3.1.2. Target Population:
The target population in this stUdy was of two categories, the first
category being 140 Forrn three students who were to be observed in their
classrooms and who were to fill the Questionnaires. Form three students
were thought to have confidence in English language so as to express
themselves orally in the classroom and to reveal characteristics
representing mastery of the overt learning processes of reading and
speaking skills to be observed. It was hoped that such students could tell
useful things about their learning strategies/processes during learning to
read and speak. Their views would be used to discuss the teaching/learning
processes of the English Languageas demandedby the research.
The second category of participants included 18 Englfsh language
teachers teaching in the selected schools. These teachers were thought to
be the best respondents for the observation of the language teaching
strategies in the classroom. Their behaviours/activities during classroom
interactions were demanded by the stUdy because they revealed the
language teaching strategies used. It was hoped that these teachers could
provide first hand information in filling in the Questionnaires and during
interViews, such information could be useful for the analysis and discussion
of the findings.
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The following section deals with the sample characteristics and
Rationale. This includes the sampling procedure, the school sample, the
class sample, the teachers sample and the students sample.
3.2. Sample Characteristics and Rationale
3.2.1. The sampHng procedure:-
Dueto the nature of the stUdy, purposive non-probability sampling was
applfed. Non-probability samplfng (also known as convenience sampling) is
appropriate because it allov'ls the researcher to select respondents
deliberately to meet resource constraints and accessibility of respondents
(Leedy, 19a9). However, non-probability procedures are not valfd for
obtaining a sample that is representative of a large population group.
Despite this weakness there are some instances when use of non-probability
samplfng is inevitable. In such instances non-probability samplfng prOVides
viable means for collecting data (Leedy, 19a9).
It was assumed that in the case of a stUdy involving observation of
·classroom interaction as in the present stUdy, generalisation of findings for
the whole country would be rather unrealistic.
3.2.2. The schooI sampIe:-
The sample of the stUdy was selected out of thirteen secondary
schools in Morogoro Urban and Rural districts (Table 3: 1). The districts have
8 form one to four secondary schools.: 4 schools have forms one to six; one
school has only form five and six. Among the thirteen schools one is
government boys secondary school, one is a government girls secondary
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school and 11 co-education secondary schools. Among the thirteen schools
5 are private secondary schools (including seminaries) and B are government
schools.
Table 3: 1 Distribution of secondary schools in t'lorogoro Urban and Rural
Districts:
Description Number Number Location
of schools of Forms
Government boarding boys 1 1-6 Rural
Government boarding girls 1 1-6 Urban
Government co-education 5 1-4 Rura1/Urban
A' Ieve1government 1 1-2 Rural
Private 2 1-6 urban
Seminaries < 6/4/4 Urbanoj
Total 13 60
Source: Teachi ng Practi ce Report - UniversHy of Dar es Sal aam (1993)
The number of schools involved in the research:-
Two secondary schools were involved in tr,e stUdy. One rural school
from Morogoro Rural district (School A) and one urban school from Morogoro
Urban district (school B). The rural school is about 22 kilometers away
from Morogoro town (t-1orogoro regional t-,eadquarters), whereas the urban
school is in the centre of t·1orogoro town. School A is a rural, boarding
school while school B is an urban, day school. School A has forms one to six
and school B has forms one to four, (Table 3:2).
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Table 3:2 The Number of streams Per school
School Form One Form Two Form Three Form four Form F1ve Form Six
PI 3 3 3 3 3 3
B 6 6 6 6 - -
Source: Own Survey (August-October, 1994)
As shown in Table 3:2 in sct-lOolA Form three has got 3 streams and
school B has 6 streams, but two form three streams from each school were
used for the stud~d, which makes four classrooms for classroom
observations. The average population of stUdents in school A(Form 1-6) is
630 and in school B (Form 1-4) is 960. However, the number keeps on
changing because of transfers of stUdents into and from the schools.
The choice of forro "I was deliberate. Forro three, among the six
secondary school classes, would be ideal for ttlis stUdy. It was assumed
that there was the highest concentration of the teaching and learning of
reading skills (language 3) and speaking skills (discussions) in comparison
to form one, two and four. Since the research was centred on the learning
processes, it was assumed that Form I and II would not have acquired enough_
English language competence and confldence to express themselves freely in
the classroom. The assumpt ion was based on tr,e stUdents' 1i nguist i c
backgroundwhere Kiswahili is trle medium of instruction in primary school.
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Form I and II students would not be able to susta1n lenqth~ d1Scuss10n 1n~ ~
Engllsh because 1n pr1mary school Engllsh teach1ng does not promote long
d1Scuss10n. The form IV students were not used for the research because
they were prepar1ng for the1r f1nal natlonal Form I\l exam1nat10ns. The1r
1nvolvement 1n reV1S10nv·/ould 1nterfere with the research. Form V and VI
would not make a fa1r cornpar1son because the1r number 1S normally much
smaller than forms I-IV.
3_2_4: The teachers sample:-
The cho1ce of Engllsh language teachers teach1ng 1n the selected
schools was based on the follow1ng factors:-
(a) ·It was assumed that these were Qual1f1ed teachers for teaching
English language in Tanzanian secondary school classrooms. They
were expected to be either holders of Diploma in Education with
English language option or first Degree in Education with English
language option. Therefore their information would be useful because
they were fully tra1ned English language teachers by nat10nal
standards.
(b) It was further assurned that each of the teachers had Engllsh language
teach1ng exper1ence of not less than one year 1n secondary schools.
Hence they would be famll1ar with the language teach1ng strateg1es
and students' language learn1ng behav10urs 1n the1r classes, hence it
would be easy to reveal the demanded 1nformatlon for th1S study.
Therefore .. 1n total 18 teachers were used as sample, 6 teachers from
school A and 12 from school B. Four teachers were observed 1n the
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classroom and lnterVle\'\"ed and all 18 teachers vvere asked to complete
Questlonnalres (Appendlces 0 and E). In the classroorns} the teachers'
behaVlours and actlv1tles \,vere recorded ln the observatlon form (Appendlx
8) and later summarl sed 1n the s4nopt 1c chart (appendl x C)
3.2.5. The students sample:
ThlS group lncluded 140 Form Three students from school A and school
8. The students were observe.j ln the classrooms an.j thelr behavl0urs and
actlv1tles were recorded ln the observatlon forrn and later summarlsed ln
the synoptlc chart. (See Appendlx 8 & C).
Table 3:3 The Students' Sample.
STREArv1 SCHOOLA SCHOOLB
3A (SCIENCE) 35 -
3C (ARTS) 35 -
3D (COnrv1ERCE) - 35
3E (SCIENCE) - 35
TOTAL 70 70
Source: Own Survey (August -October) 1994)
Table 3:3 shov'Is the streams observed and thelr comblnatl0ns as \Nell
as the number of students lnvolved in the data col1ectlon procedure.
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3.3. The Description of Instruments
The following section deals with the description of instruments. It
lncludes data collection techniques and instrumentation, validation of
instruments and data anl.:ll!-lsisprocedure.
3.3.1. Data collection Techniques and Instrumentation
Severl.:lldata gathering techniques were employed in this stUdy. They
inc Iudeddocumentary revi e'"".,Questi onnl.:lires, observation I.:lndi ntervi ew.
3.3.1.1 Documentary Review
Primary and secondary documents were reviewed. Primary sources
included teachers' lesson plans which gave a hint of language teaching
strategies. The English language inspector's report was also reviewed. It
gave indepth information of English language teaching and learning going on
in the school. Some factors influencing the teaching and learning processes
were obtained from this report.
Secondary sources included books, pamphlets and Journals, such
documents contained inforrnation on language teaching/learning processes
which covered experiences of the processes from Tanzania and other
countries.
3.3.1.2. Questionnaires
Two Questlonnaires v1hich contained open-ended and close-ended
Questions were designed for the students sample and the teachers sample
(Appendices E and F). The students' Questionnaire had Questlons which
probed into the students views on the teaching strategies and learning
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processes in reading and speaking skills. The questionnaire probed into
students constraints in learning the two skills. The teachers' questionnaire
had questions which gave information on their qualifications} teaching
experiences and their views on the language teaching strategies} factors
,jetermining choice of language teaching strategies} and how the teachers
relate the language teaching strategies and learning processes When
teaching reading and speaking skills in the classroom.
3.3.1.3. Observotion
(a) Observation instruments:-
Three observation instruments were used. The first one was the
observation form (appendix B) 'V1hichwas used to tally the activities and
behaViours noticed in the classroom. The second one was the "synoptic
chart" in Which the dominant language teaching strategies and learning
processes observed in the classroom were entered after the class session.
The third one was tape recorder Which was used to tape the verbal
interactions in the lesson to assist the observation (see one of the
transcriptions in Appendix A)
(b) Observation Procedure:-
In each observed class session the researcher sat at the back of the
classroom as an ethnographer. She then fi 11ed in the i ntroduct i on of the
observation forms (see appendix 6)} that is .. date} class} number of students
and lesson objectives. vvhen the lesson started the researcher observed
both the teacher and stUdents. She 'was observing a mass instruction as
opposed to indiVidualised instruction. Hence sometimes she tallied for
individual student's behaviours/activities and sometimes for several
students or the whole class and ....vrote the tallies under "P" in the
observation form. The behaviours/ activities of teacher were tallied under
"T" in the observation form.
The language teaching strategy is comprised of a number of
behaviours/activHies of the students and the teacher! thus the particular
language teaching strategy and learning process were recorded after every
five minutes after concluding the dominant behaviours/activities wHhin the
five minutes. At the same time the constaints which the particular class
session encountered were written down.
After the lesson the researcher entered the summary from the
observation form into the synoptic chart (Appendix C). In six class sessions
tape recording was done as well so as to replay the verbal interaction to
confirm the information collected during the class session. Later the taped
materials were transcribed and used to enter information into the synoptic
chart (Appendix C).
Data required to be obtained throuQh observation were the domimmt
language teaching strategies used by teachers! the dominant overt learning
processes shown in the classroom and constraints which inhibHed the
classroom processes wHhin the 20 lessons which were observed. Other
issues concerning classroom languagepedagogyin general were also marked.
3.3.1.4. Interviews
The interviews were conducted to enable the respondents to express
themselves in depth. Each of the four teachers whose lessons were
observed was interviewed (Appendix D).
Data required to be obtained from interview were the prevalent
language teaching strategies used by the teachers, how the teachers
attempted to integrate language teaching strategies and learning processes
in the classrooms; and the constraints which they faced.
3.4. Validation of Instruments
The Questionnaires and observation schedules were tried out at
f"lzumbe secondary school to ascertain their validity and appropriateness.
The school was assumed to ha·...·e characteristics similar to those in the
study area. The data obtained from the try-out exercise enabled the
researcher to make some modifications such as cancelling the Questionnaire
for Heads of schools which was found to be uninformative for the study;
omitting some Questions from the students Questionnaire.
The Questions which were omitted were:-
- which SUbjects are you taking?
- Whydid you choose such SUbJects?
- In your opinion is English language a difficult SUbject?
- Write down four SUbJectswhich you like and four SUbJectswhich
you dislike.
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Another modlfication was to develop a better observation instrument
for this particular study. Instead of using Bellack's model, the researcher
developed two forms - observation forms (Appendix B) and the synoptic
chart (appendix C).
3_5_ Data analysis procedure
AnolYS1S of Data from observot1ons:-
The data obtained through observation were both Qualitative and
quantitative. The factors which determined the choice of teaching
strategies were Qua~itative. The teaching strategies used by teachers and
overt learning processes were quantitative in that the!~required summing up
the frequencies of strategies and processes observed in the classroom for
all 20 class sessions observed. Then the totals were compiled in tabular
form for averaging and computations into percentages ready for analysis and
aiscussi on.
AnalYS1S of Doto from Teachers lntervlew:-
The teachers interview was to reveal information on the teachinq
strategies the English language teachers used in relation to the learning
processes and to reveal the constraints the teachers encountered in the
class sessions. Their responses were compared to see where they agreed or
disagreed ready for Qualitative analysis.
AnalYS1S of Data from Documentary Revlew:-
The review of teachers lesson plans produced information which was
relevant in testing the research hypotheses.
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The review of English llmguage inspectors' report produced
information which was relevant in the factors seeking hypothesis.
Anolysls of Doto from Questlonnolres:-
The data dealing with the language teaching strategies used by
teachers - were tabulated tOQether with the numbers and percentage of
respondents.
The data showing the factors determining choice of language teaching
strategies were also tabulated together with the numbers and percentage of
respondents.
The data dealing with the relationship between the language teaching
strategies and learning processes were sUbjected to descriptive analysis.
The data giving the constraints that teachers and students
encountered in teaching and learning of reading and speaking skills - the
total number of respondents for each of the constraint identified were
converted into percentage and then tabulated.
The data collected through all the tnstruments were summartsed in a
descriptive and/or tabular form. Then they were qualltatively analysed tn
order to find the relationship of the vartables.
The chapter whtch follows presents} analyses and dtscusses the
findings of the study.
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CHAPTER FOUR
4.0. PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This chapter presents and discusses the research flndings. The
research objectives were: to i,jentHy and to establ1sh the language teaching
strategies used by Engl1sh Language teachers in the classroom; to
investigate the factors which determine teacher's choice of language
teaching strategies) to examine the nature of the relationship between
language teaching strategies and student learning processes in reading and
spoken language; and to identHy constraints to effective use of
teaching/learning strategies in English Languageclassrooms. The chapter is
divided into two parts. The ftrst part deals with ,jata presentation and
analysis whUe the second part ,jiscusses the flnljings. The discussion
focuses on the language teachtn!~ strategies used by English Language
teachers; factors determining choice of language teaching strategies; the
reIati onship between language teachi ng strategi es and Iearni ng processes;
and the constrai nts to eft ecti ve use of teachi ngil earni ng strategi es.
4.1. DATA PRESENTATION
4.1.1. The LanguageTeaching Strategies Currentl/J used b/JEnglish Language
teachers in selected secondary schools
The first objective of this stUdy sought to identify and establish the
language teaching strategies used by English Language teachers. The
fi ndings showed that English language teachers used student -centred
strategies more frequently than teacher-centred strategies. Table 4.1(a)
summarlses the observed language teachlng strategles whlch domlnatelj
durlng readlng Skllls class sesslons.
Table 4.1 (a) Summary of observed language teaching strategies used by
teachers in Readlng Skills lesson. (Classroom Observation)
Strategy Type Frequency Frequency of
of use Non Use
(sesslons) (sessions)
Number % Number %
l. Organising silent
readlng .. 4 40.0 6 60.0
....•
Guiding reading Student-centred 3 30.0 7 70.0L.
aloud
3. Guidlng group/
class discussion .. 3 30.0 7 70.0
4. Asklng questlons
from the text read .. 3 30.0 7 70.0
c Instructing Teacher-centred 2 20.0 13 130.0.J.
6. Explalning .. .') 20.0 8 80.0•...
7. Talk-chalk .. 1 to.O 9 90.0
8. Lecturlng .. 1 10.0 9 90.0
N.B. total Nurnber of sessions observed - 10
Source: Own survey (August -October, 1994)
C;:I(~_.' ..'
Student-centred strategies observed included: the teacher gUiding
reading aloud which "''las dominant in 3(30.0%) sessions out of 10 sessions
observed. The teacher organising silent reading dominated in 4(40.0%)
sessions out of 10 sessions observed. The teacher gUiding group or class
discussion dominated in 3(30.0%) out of the 10 sessions observed and asking
Questions from the text read dominated in 3(30.0%) sessions. Teacher-
centred strategies observed included: Instructin~L that is giving
instructions on a certain theme of the book or characters. This was
observed in 3(30.0%) sessions. Talk-chalk, that is .. the teacher speaking
while using chalk to write points on the blackboard. This dominated in
l( 10.0%) session. E:~plaining, that is .. the teacher elaborating a topic ..
)jominated in 2(20.0%) sessions. Lecturing, that is .. the teacher speaking
throughout the session was observed only once (10.0%).
Student-centrelj strategies were used by teachers rnore than teacher-
centred strategi es in teachi ng readi ng skill s. Thi s \¥as because the number
of sessions the student-centred strategies dominated were more than those
in \"·,hichteacher-centred strategies dominated.
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TlJble 4. J(b) presents llJngulJge telJching strlJtegies used by telJchers in
telJching speaking skills. These were observed in the classroom.
Table 4.1.(b) Summary of observed language teachlng strategles used by
teachers ln Speaklng Speaking Skllls.(Classroom Observation
Strategy Type Frequency Frequency of
of use Non-Use
(sessions) (sessions)
Number % Number %
1. GUldl ng group/
class dlScusslons .. 5 50.0 5 50.0
2. Asking Questions
for speech exercise .. 4 40.0 6 60.0
7 Instructing Teacher-centred 4 40.0 6 60.0~).
4. attendl ng 1ndl Vl-
dual work .. 2 20.0 8 80.0
5. Dlrecting oral Student-centred ./ 20.0 8 80.00.•..
drills
6. Talk-chalk .. '} 20.0 8 80.0.:...
7. Explalnlng .. 1 10.0 9 90.0
8. Lecturin~ .. 1 10.0 9 90.0
N.B. Total number of sessions observed - 10
Source: Own survey (August -October, 1994)
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Table 4.l(b) summarises the observed language teaching strategies in
the speaking skills class sessions. Student-centred strategies observed
included: the teacher directing oral drills l( 10.0%) session; teacher
attending individual work 2(20.0%) sessions, teacher gUiding
pair/group/class discussions was the leading strategy accounting for
5(50.0%) sessions; teacher asking Questions for speech exercise was
observed in 4(40.0%) sessions.
The teacher-centred strategies observed when teaching speaking skllls
included: teacher instructing 4 (40.0%) sessions, teacher talking using
blackboard 2(20.0%), teacher explaining in l( 10.0%) session and teacher
lecturing in t( 10.0%)session.
Student-centred strategies were used in teaching speaking skills more
than teacher-centred strategi es. Thi s was because the number of sessi ons
the student -centred strategi es dominated were more than those in whi ch
teacher-centred strategi es dominated.
Table 4.2.(a) presents the language teaching strategies used by
teachers in teaching speakin!~skills obtained from questionnaire returns.
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Table 4.2(a): Lan ua e Teachin strate les teachers use in teachin
speakIng skills. (Questionnaire responses).
Strategy Strategy Re:3pondenh w Re:3pondenh %,;:.type Accepted not Accepted1. Guiding pal r I
group/ch~3S Student-centred 11 61.1 7 38.9discussion
~.Free classroomL.
activities e.g. " 11 61.1 7 38.9dialogue J debate
3. Conducting
repetitions " 11 61.1 7 38.9(i ndiYidual or
chorus)
4. Oral presentatiol1
of book summa- "
10 55.6 8 44.4ries by students
5. guidi ng students
to speak " 9 50.0 9 50.0
6. OraldriJJs
done in groups "
5 27.8 13 72.2"'7 Organisi n9 role..
playing and " 4 -J? oJ 14 77.8~'"'.'"'drama
N.B: Total number respondents = 18
"Accepted" means teachers who aqreed In the questionnaire
Source: Own survey (August -October. 1994)
Table 4.2(a) presents the language teaChing strategies teacher used In
teaChing speakIng SkIlls. The table shows that only stUdent-centred
strategIes were used. The leadIng language teact11ngstrategy is teacher
gUiding paIr/group/class dISCUssionswt-,ich accounted for 11(61.1%). The
other leadIng strategy was the teacher conducting repetitIon exerCIses
which also accounted for 11(61.0%). n-,e least suggested language teaching
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strategy was the teacher organlslng role playlng and drama whlch was
lndlcated by only 4(22.2%) teachers.
Table 4.2(b) language Teaching Strategies Used by teachers in Teaching Reading Ski11s
(Quest1annalre responses) N = 18
Strategy Strategy Respondents % Respondents %
type Accepted not accepted
1. Dividing Reading
activities among Student-Centred 13 7" ? 5 27.8J'-.<-
students
2. Making students read
many books (extensive .. 11 61.1 7 38.9
reading)
3. Givi ng students
leadi ng questions .. 9 50.0 9 50.0
4. givi ng students
ti me essays on .. 5 27.8 13 72.2
the text
5. Role playing by
the students .. 5 27.8 13 72.2
6. Students i nterpreti ng
the writer's intention
.. 5 27.8 13 72.2
7. Relati ng text to
learners' Student-eentred 3 16.7 15 83.3
experience
8. Teacher maki ng notes
for the students from Teacher-centred 3 16.7 15 83.3
texts
9. Teacher readi ng for
the students and Teacher-centred 2 11.1 16 88.9
explaining
10. Emphasizi ng readi ng Student-centred 0 0.0 0 0.0
in groups and
discussing
Source: OwnSurvey (August -October t 994)
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Table 4.2(b) shows the language teaching strategies teachers used in
teaching reading skills. It shows that most teachers used stUdent-centred
strategies. The leading strategy was teacher dividing reading activities
among stUdents which accounted for 13(72.2%). Teachers who admitted
using teacher-centred strategies were 3(16.7%), that is, the teacher making
notes for the students from the text giving the monitor of the class the
notes to write on the blackboard for all students to coPY in their e:><ercise
books. Teachers who accepted that they read the te:><tfor the stUdents then
explained the content of the text to the students were 2( 11.1%).
Information from the observations, the Questionnaires and the
interview, indicated that the language teaching strategy which was most
frequently used in the reading skills classrooms was stUdents taking turns
to read sections of comprehension DassaQes. Students were asked to read
aloud one by one three or four sentences eaCh,While the teacher corrected
pronunciation of words. In most cases only a few stUdents got the chance to
read before the passage came to an end. Reading alOUdwas followed by
Question-answer sessions, in which the teacher asked comprehension
Questions from the passages and students answere,j (an illustration is found
in, Appendix A). After this session students \.....·ere given a written exercise
on the passage. The exercise yo/asnormall!-l corrected in the classroom in
the following lesson.
According to the analysis, the other leading strategy observed in the
reading skills class sessions was teacher organising silent reading. In 4
class sessions observed the dominating strategy was the teacher organising
silent reading activities. The teacher told the students to read a portion of
the text for two to ten rninutes silently, then conducted an oral question-
answer session for few minutes. later s/he organised silent reading again
followed by oral question-answer session-the same trend until the end of
the class session.
The findings generally showed that English language teachers used student-
centred language teaching strategies more frequently than the teacher-
centred language teaching strategies. This was because 11(61.1%) teachers
used strategies which emphasised stUdent-centred activities more
frequently than teacher-centred ones. Overall 7(38.9%) teachers used
teacher-centred strategi es more freQuentl y than student -centred ones. The
data from the observations .. the questionnaire and the interView disagree
with the hypotheses that most English language teachers rely on teacher-
centred rather than stUdent-centred language teaching strategies.
4.1.2 Determinants of choice of language teaching strategies.
The second objective of the stUdy sought to investigate factors which
determine the teacher's choice of language teaching strategies. The
findings showed that the most prevalent factors included availabllity of
facilities .. class size.: interest and lingUistic background of the stUdents.:
teacher's training, language competence and experience; and socio-linguistic
situation.
Table 4.3 presents the immediate factors affecting the choice of
language teaching strategies.
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Table 4.3:
Immediate factors affectlng the ChoIce of language teaching
strategies (most to least prevalent).
N = 18
!
Factor's
Respondents %
Avallablllty of faclllties I I 61.1
Class size' 10 55.6
LlnguistIc background of students 8 44.4
Shortage of textbooks 5 27.8
Teachers fvtastery of sUbject mat ter .'1
tI.lL
AbllHy of the students t 5.6
Teachers' teaching experience I 5.6
The En!llish s~IIabus 0 0.0
Source: Own Survey (August-October, 1994)
The most prevalent factor 'v.."asavallablllty of facihtles which was
accepted by t 1 (61. 1%) out of 18 teachers who fj II ed the Questl onnalres.
The facjJitles include the teaching/learning materials hke manilla sheets,
pictures, real objects, textbooks as well as the classroom faclllties llke
sockets, desks and chairs. The inspectors' reports reVie\Ned expressed
concern over the dearth of teaching/learning materials (text-books). There
was a tendency for the teacher using lecturing strategy (teacher-centred) jf
the size of the class was big. Some students were also sharing desks,
chairs and textbooks. This ..,..,.asnotlced in the selected schools where
sharing of learning materials was a normal event. The least factor that
affected the teaching strategies was the English syllsbus in Whlch none
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(0.0%) of the teachers reported it as a factor influencing the choice of
language teaching strategies. It was interesting to learn from the teachers
that the syllabus ¥/as just a guide and a guide or a blue print is there to
guide and not to force the teachers to follow everything written in it.
Therefore all the eighteen teachers responded negatively to the fact that
English syllabus had influence on the the choice of language teaching
strategies.
The most pre·...·alent factor influencing the choice of teaching
strategies Y1aSthe teachers' personalHy_ The teachers 'who pointed it out
were 9(50.0%). The teacher's personality is interrelated to the choice of
language teaching strategies. How? The linguistic nature of the teacher is
one of the variables discussed fully by Billows (1966) who said that a long
experienced teacher in teaching a FL who has high communicati •...•e
competence and the ability to teach tends to use using student-centred
strategies. A new teacher to the profession., with insufficient language
proficiency and ability to teach 'would use teacher-centred strategies most
of the ti me to show off that s/he can teach anyway.
The least prevalent factor \'\"as students' learning techniques which
none (0.0%) of the teachers pointed it out. These findings show vividly that
there is a problen1 of integrating the English language teaching strategies
and the students' learning processes in the classroom. It is not possible for
the teacher to integrate the language teaching strategies and students'
learnin~~processes if s/he does not know the students' learning strategies
and techniques (Brumfit et all 1983). Therefore} choice of language teaching
strategy dependson the students' learning strategies and techniques and not
on directlves from the Ministry of Eljucation or from the syllabus.
6&
The findings revealed that a number of factors determined the
teachers choice of language teaching strategies. The main ones being
availability or non availability of teaching/learning materials and class
size, teachers competence and experience thus confirming the second study
hypothesi s.
4.1.3. The Relationship between the language Teaching strategies
and learning processes
The third objective of this study sought to e:><aminethe relationship
between the language teaching strategies and learning processes in the
classroom. In other v10rds, the researcher was interested to find out
whether or not English language teachers integrated the language teaching
strategies and the students' learning processes. Before analysing the
relationship, tables 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) show the observed learning processes
in reading skills and speaking skills classrooms.
Table 4.4(a) presents the 7 dominant learning processes observed
during the reading sessions.
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Table 4.4(a) Summary of Observed dominant learnlng processes ln Readlng
Skllls classrooms.
Process Frequency observed Frequency not
(sesslons) observed
(sessions)
Number % Number %
1. Comprehendl ng 4 40.0 6 60.0
.J Reading wah confidence 4 40.0 6 60.0L..
3. Answerlng Questions correctly 3 30.0 7 70.0
4. Crammlng .J 20.0 8 80.0L.
5. Explalnlng wah confidence 2 20.0 8 80.0
6. Attending 2 20.0 8 80.0
7. TransferlnQ 1 10.0 9 90.0
Source: Own surve!-t (Auqust-October, 1994)~ ~
Comprehending .. for example, was a learning process supposed to
integrate wah sllent reading and reading aloud teaching strategies. Whlle
the teacher was gUldi ng the students to read s11ent 1y or 1oud1y students
were supposed to be attentive (attending process) and comprehend the
content of the text. The attending process was represented by sl1ence of
the students and the way they sat stlll. The comprehending process was
revealed by the abllay of all the students and not some to answer Questions
correctly from the text read. What \"v'asobserved was that very few, 3-6
students participated in answering Questions .. the rest of the class of 35
students just kept Quiet. It was concluded that the majoray of the students
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were not sure whether they could comprehend. Therefore in such a lesson
there was httle integraUon between the language teaching strategy and the
learning process.
Table 4.4(b) shows the dominant learning processes observed during
the speaking skills lessons.
Table 4.4. (b) Summary of observed learning orocesses in soeaking skills
classrooms
N = 10
Process freQuenclJ (ob3erved frequency not
sessions) observed sessions
Number % Number %
1. Attending 5 50.0 5 50.0
2. Answering Questions correctly 5 50.0 5 50.0
3. RepeaUngcorrectly 3 30.0 7 70.0
4. Explaining with confidence 2 20.0 8 80.0
5. Speaking correctl!J 1 10.0 9 90.0
6. pronouncing new words correctl~ 1 10.0 9 90.0
r speaking wah confidence 1 10.0 9 90.0
I.
Source: Own survey (August -October 1994).
StUdents repeating words and sentences correctly, for example, was a
learning process supposed to integrate wah directing oral drllls language
teachlng strategy. But a was observed that repeating was done in a chorus
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and not all the students v'tere repeating. Therefore there \AlaSno integration
observed between the directing oral drills strategy and repeating learning
process. 'The teacher asking questions for speech exercises" teaching
strategy would integrate with "students speaking with confidence" learning
process which only accounte,j for 40%. However, it was observed that
students answered questions in chorus and only a few answered. For
example in school B girls were very passive. In stream 3D only one girl was
answering questions. In most cases the teacher asked the same few (3 to 5)
students and ignored the rest of the class. Practically, the integration of
teaching strategies and learning processes meant that all students and not
only a few should be learning according to the particular strategy.
The lack of integration of language teaching strategies and learning
processes was observed in 18(90.0:~nclass sessions. The relationship or
integration of language teaching strategies and students learning processes
was noticed in 2( 10.0%)class sessions only. These two class sessions were
when the teachers were lecturing and the whole class paying attention and
taking notes seriously. This 'was when "lecturing" strategy integrated 'Y\'ith
"attending" learning process.
The findings revealed little integration between the language teaching
strategies used by English language teachers and the students' learning
processes. The teachers who were observed tried their best to use student-
centred strategies, which according to Brady (1985) were the strategies
which made students free to choose objectives according to their needs and
choose activities and work on their own, the teacher is only an advisor. The
reality was that in the selected schools there were insufficient ,
teaching/learning materials, thus students could not be as free as expected.
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The teacher was not only an advisor but had to use lecturing strategy when,
for example, there was no single book for the :3tudents to use in school A
for the topic the teacher taught.
When revie'y'y'ingthe English language teachers' lesson plans relating
language teaching strategies and learning processes was not visualised.
When the Questionnaires were returned 13(72.2%) teachers admitted that
they were not taught how to integrate language teaching strategies and
learning processes in their teacher training colleges. A few teachers said
they were taught 5(27.8%). Therefore the teachers' training could be the
source of failure to relate the language teaching strategies and learnin~
processes in the classroom.
4.1.4. Constraints in Teaching and learning Speaking and Reading
Skills.
The fourth objective of this stUdy sought to find out constraints to
effective teaching of speaking and reading skills. One of the national
objectives of teaching English language in secondary schools is to enable
students communicate with ease. However, there are some constraints
which inhibit the fulfilment of this objective. Classroom observation,
students' and teachers' Questionnaire returns indicated that there were
several constraints 'y'y'hichinhibited the teaching and learning of speaking
and reading skills in the classroom.
Tab1e 4.5(a) presents the constrai nts-i n 1earni ng speaking skil 1s.
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Table 4.5(a). Constraints faced blJ students in learning speaking skills.
Constra1nt Number of Respondents
School A School B Total
Number % Number % Number %
1. Lack of facilities e.g.
casettes 26 35.7 25 35.7 51 36.4.
3. Effect of Kis'w'shni and
Mother-tongue 21 30.0 17 24.3 38 27.1
'J Teachers'lack of confidenceL.
in students 20 28.6 23 32.9 43 30.7
4. 50cio-11 nguistic context 20 28.6 17 24.3 37 26.4
5. Teachers are bad models 14 20.0 21 30.0 35 25.0
6. Lack of enough spoken
lanQu8Qeactivities 6 8.6 19 27.1 25 17.9
N.B. Total Number of respondents is 70 in each school. Total = 140
Source: O\'VnSurvey (August-October 1994).
Table 4.5(a) shoy'y's the constra1nts faced by students 1n 1earn1ng
speak1ng Sk1lls. The most cruc1a1 constra1nt was lack of facllit1es Wh1Ch
was p01nted out by 26(35.7%) students 1nschool A and 25(35.7%) students 1n
school B. A total number of 51(36.4%) students out of 140 student
respondents poi nted out that constrai nt. Observat 1ons showed that the
classrooms were not conducive for learn1ng speaking skills. There were no
sockets for using tape recorders which the school did not prov1de anyway.
In school A four students were sharing cha1rs and desks (one desk/chair
shared by two stUdents). The only T/L mater1als used by teachers were
blackboard and chalk in both schools. Teachers' perception of the students
was another constraint. Jenks in AlaUs et al (1981) has pointed it as a
problem. Teachers th1nk that the majority of the students just cannot learn
the Engl1shlanguage, hence they lack conftdence ln them as a consequency
they 1nteract Wlth very f evv',same students (3-5) everyday and 1eave the
rest of the class ldle. A total number of 43(30.7%) students out of 140
students respondents thought 1t as a constml nt. Very few, 6(8.6%) out of 70
students in school A found lack of enough spoken language acttvlties as a
constraint. Thls is justified by the fact that It was a boarding school so out
of class time w'as sufflcient. In comparison t 9(27.1%) out of 35 students in
School B WhlCh is a day school thought lack of enough spoken language
acttvlties is a constralnt. Another constraint was teachers provlding poor
models ln speaklng Engllsh language. A total number of 35(25.0%) students
pointed this constraint out.
Table 4.5(b) Presents the constralnts in learning reading skills.
Table 4.5 (b). Constraints faced by students in learning reading skills.
Constraint Number of Respondents
School A School B Total
Number % ~Jumber % Number %
1. Poor 11ngulstic background 40 57.1 51 72.9 91 65.0
') Lack of sufficient readi ngL.
readi ng materials 36 61.4 23 32.9 59 42.1
'2' Shortage of competent teachers 12 17.1 9 12.9 21 15.0..J.
4. Lack of enough time
for reading 11 15.7 8 11.4 19 13.6
5. Lack of motivation/interest 2 2.9 2 2.9 4 2.9
N.B. t. Total Number of respondents is 70 in each school. Total = t 40
2. Source: OwnSurveyl (August -October 1994).
3. There are no verttcal totals becauseof nature of the
questions WhlChhadmultiple answers.
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Table 4.5(b) shows the constraints faced by students in learning
reading skills. Poor linguistic background of the students was a leading
constraint in which 40(57.1%) students in school A and 51(72.9%) students
in school B pointed it out. Among 140 students involved in the study, 91
(65.0%) pointed poor linguistic background as constraint. As stated by t'lcha
and Numi (1986) Kiswahlli is a language of instruction in Tanzania primary
schools. Students change from Kiswahili to English abruptly in Form Oneof
Secondary school 1eve1. Thi s constrai nt rea11y demoralise both the teachers
who have to teach English language and the students who learn it. Hence
whatever the teaching strategies the teacher tries to use, s/he might not
enable some students to learn the language effectively.
The teachers' major contraints included Teachers' training background
which was pointed out by 3(72.2%) teachers and students' low learning
capacity Which was pointed out by 13(72.2%) teachers. Training English
language teachers adeQuately in Tanzania vvasdifficult (Mushi 1989). Oneof
the reasons could be that the stUdent teachers' linguistic background was
not different from that of the stUdents they were gOing to teach. Such
teachers, as they reported in the interView, had not yet mastered the
English language well. They were not confident enoughdespite the fact that
they were taught English methodology at the college.
Besides, teachers' perception of stUdents, that is, saying that the
students could not learn because they had low learning capacity is a
constraint. This yvas also obser....•ed in the classroom where the teacher
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concentrated on the fevv able students and left the n1ajority of the class
idle.
4.2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This section discusses the findings according to four main headings,
that is, the language teaching strategies used by English language teachers;
factors determining choice of language teaching strategies; the relationship
between the language teaching strategies and learning processes and the
constraints to effective use of language teaching/learning strategies.
4.2.1. The language teaching strategies currently being used.
The research findings showed that rnost teachers (t t (6 t. t%) teachers)
use student-centred strategies such as the teacher gUiding reading texts
aloud, that is, students reading one by one aloud in the classroom, the
teacher organising pair/group/class discussions; the teacher gUiding
reading texts silently which was followed by question-answer session
(Appendix A).
There were some inconveniences observed in the classroom when the
reading aloud strategy was used. Those vvhowere having their turn to read
were nervous, so nervous that they made silly mistakes while reading.
Especially in school B which -was a co-education school, the rest of the
students concentrated on faults made by the person reading and indeed the
teacher corrected the mistakes instantly. It might be safe to say that the
learning process was minimally taking place in such a situation. However,
the teacher asked questions after reading a portion and almost the whole
class was passive. S/he had to call names of three or four students Who
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were extroverts and persua,je them to answer the Questions. During
informal interviews wah the teachers after the class session, asking for
their opinions as to whether all the students in the class had learnt the
topic the answer was "yes, why not?" \lery few students could learn
through such a strategy.
Another outstanding language teaching strategy was the teacher
organising pair/group/class discussions. It was a good strategy for
teaching both reading and speaking skills since the class is large (more than
20 stUdents). In fact Allen (1965) emphasized that this strategy should be
used in large classes. Nevertheless, a was observed that students used
Kisv'Iahili instead of Engllsh language during group discussions. The teacher
had to stop them as he was walking around the classroom.
The teacher gUidin!~ reading texts stlently which was followed by
Question - answer session was another outstanding language teaching
,
strategy used by the Engl1sh language teachers in the classroom. Again
there were some inconveniences observed. Students were sharing the
textbooks (one book for four or ftve stUdents). \...••'hen the teacher told the
students to read stlently 1t was observed that only two students in a
sharing group were comfortably reading the book - the rest of the members
were not reading, consequently they did not answer the Questions and hence
the learning process ..•.vas actually not taking place in most of the students
in the classroom.
It was interesting to note (ref. table 4.2(b) that only 3(16.7%} teachers
admated that they normally wrae notes on the blackboard for the students
to copy. This number was unrealistic. EvenRoy-Campbell and Qorro (1987)
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revealed that teachers were wrlting notes on the blackboard for the
students to copy. The number of teachers admitting so was expected to be
higher than three. Therefore this finding is not appropriate because the
teachers could have given the expected response.
There are no layed down language teaching strategies. The classroom
teacher ought to plan suitable strategies for particular lesson objectives ..
linguistic level of students, time and other resources. It was observed
during the study that teachers 'were not innovative enough to create or plan
diversified strategies. The best 'way to make teachers plan right strategies
for the right lessons is to train them practically how to do it. The training
itself should be participatory, that is, the tutors and student-teachers
together should find out suitable strategies for the classes which they find
during teaching practice periods. For example there is no straight forward
way of finding strategies to make sure a whole class of 35 stUdents, within
40 or 80 minutes, perceives the skill which the teacher intends to teach. It
requires a serious project work.
4.2.2. Factors determining the choice of language teaching
strategies.
The most important finding in this section was that all the eighteen
teachers studied did not regard the students' learning techniques as a factor
which determines the choice of language teaching strategies (ref. table
4.3(b) above). I think this 'was an appropriate finding because It showed
clearly that there is a problem of integrating the language teaching
strategies and the learning processes which were revealed through learning
techniques. If the teachers from both schools did not point it out as an
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important factor It could mean that they were not aware of such processes.
There was really a need of training Engllsh language teachers in the essence
and not in the phenomenon of language teaching/learning processes.
SpecifIcally, psychology on how the student "learns" or "acquires" the target
language (Krashen 1981).
4.2.3. The Relationship between the language Teaching strategies
and learni ng Processes
The discussion on the relatIonship is under: the importance of relatIng
the two variables, and practIcal interrelatIonship of the two variables.
The research findings show that a big percentage (88.9%) of teachers
realized the importance of integrating the language teaching strategies and
learning processes in the English language classroom. This was also
discussed by Bennet (1976). Nevertheless, it was interesting to find out
that onl4 2(10.0%) class sessions out of 20 observed showed real
relationship or integration of the language teaching strategy and learning
process. During the two class sessions the teachers used teacher-centred
strategy-lecturing! The whole class was attentive and taking notes! What
was interesting here was that whereas teachers were encouraged by ELTSP
officials to use student-centred strategies to teach English language, it
was surprising to fInd that such strategies did not integrate with learning
processes of all the students. Why is it so? Student-centred strategies
reqUire adequate and sufficient T/L facilities. Tanzania, being one of
deve1oping countri es, is unable to provi de such f acil it i es.
In order to improve the relatIonship of the two variables, the student-
teachers in the colleges should be trained to think and research on
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appropr1ate language teach1ng strateg1es Wh1Chwould relate with the
Tanzan1ansecondary school students 1nthe Tanzan1anclassroom. Uterature
surveyed claim that there are no layed down language teaching strategies, It
depends on c1rcumstances. However, th1S study suggests that 1n the
Tanzanian speak1ngskills classroom the teacher should ass1gneach student
a different task to present 1nthe classroom orally. The presentation should
be graded and the scores of each student, recorded in the continuous
assessment sheet. The recording will enhance ser10usness an,j sense of
responsibillty on the students. The exerC1seshould be carried on throughout
the school year. In the read1ng skills classroom students should be given
books to read at home. Then presenting the1r book summaries in the
classrooms and thei r scores to be recorded.
4.2.4. The constralnts to Effective use of teaching strategles.
The most important flndinqs in this section are first, the teacher
interacting with few students and leaving the rest of the class idle. In such
a situation the 1ntegration of language teach1ng strategies and learn1ng
processes of the maj orlt~J 1s inhiblted. Therefore thi s situation was
regarded as lacking the integration of language teaching strategies anlj
Iearni ng processes.
The interaction betvl'een the teacher and few students 1Scaused by the
teacher's perception of students abilit1es (Lado 1961). The teacher thinks
that the other students are just unable to interact especially due to their
low mastery of English language vocabulary.
The students' poor llngu1st1c background p01nted out by 9 1(65.0%)
students from both schools is cruc1al. This has been pointed out by many
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scholars (e.g. Kadeghe 1991; Roy-Campbell and Qorro 19a7; Klbogoya 19aa,
~1ushl 19a9). The form three secondary school students have hard time to
learn speakIng and readIng SkIlls due to theIr low mastery of English
vocabulary, unsure of what they utter, beIng laughed at when they try to
speak In English and beIng called "showy" 1f they try to speak the language
all the time. To Improve the sltuaUon, students should be reminded from
Ume to Ume the Importance of knowIng, speakIng and readIng English
language as an International language. It IS Important to speak to
foreigners, to read newspapers and International magazines, and textbooks,
to watch and llsten to TelevIsIons. The head of school In school B dId not
insist on the students speaking and reading in Engllsh. In one session the
head of school 'Has observed to announceusing Kiswahili in the classroom.
Thus, teachers being badmodels contrIbutes to students' lack of Interest. In
school B gIrls showed lack of Interest. ThIS could be caused by the soclal-
cultural environment In TanzanIa y·thlCh encourages gIrls to be paSSIve
infront of boys and boys to be active (Chonjo 1992).
The fIndings sho'w that there was little interrelationshIp between the
Engllsh language teaching strategies and learning processes in the
secondary school classrooms because of various constraints. Hypothesis 3
stated that given the constraints around teaching/learning of Engllsh
language in the classroom llttle relationship betvveen the language teaching
strategies and students' learning processes in reading and speaking skills
was expected. The hypothesis was therefore confirmed.
The next chapter presents the summary, conclusions and
recommendatIons.
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CHAPTER FIVE
5.0. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter sums up this study. It draws conclusions from the
findings and provides recommendations for better English language
teaching/learning processes in Tanzanian classrooms.
5. 1 Summary of the stUdy
The stUdy aimed at e:><aminingthe secondary school English
language classroom and establishing whether or not the language teaching
strategies used by teachers integrated with learning processes. Four
objectives guided the investigation. The objectives were on the reading and
speaking skills teaching strategies; the determinants of choice of language
teachi ng strategi es; the re1ati onship between 1anguage teachi ng strategi es
and learning processes.: contraints in the integration of teaching strategies
and learning processes.
The stUdy was conducted in secondary school classrooms in Morogoro.
The sample involved a total of one hundred and fifty eight individuals who
were purposively selected; one hundred and forty forrn three students and
eighteen English language teachers. Data collecting instruments included
documentary reView, Questionnaires, observation and interviews. The data
collected was converted into percentage. Information which could not be
Quantified was sUbjected to content analysis.
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5_2 Summary of flndings
The fln,jlngs 'vvere presented and analysed according to the
research objectives advanced in this study.
In summary) this study has shown that English language teachers in the
studied secondary schools used student-centred teaching strategies when
teaching reading and speaking skills in the classroom. It was observed that
teachers gUiding reading aloud) silent reading and pair/group/class
discussi on were dominant strategl es in teachi ng readi ng and speaking skill s.
However) it 'was realised that the teachers did not involve all the students
in the teaching/learning processes when using the student-centred
strategies. This 'was because such strategies require adequate and
sufficient T/L facilities) but Tanzanian secondary schools "'vere lacking such
facilities. Therefore) it was noted that the learning process was taking
place in only few students and not th~ whole class.
Concerning the factors which determine the choice of language
teaching strategies) the studq established that such factors included
avanabnlty of TIL facUlties; class size; students' linguistic background and
abnlty; teacher's training) teaching experience and language competence;
students' learning techniques and interests. it was observed that such
factors made the teacher choose teaching strategies according to the
sltuation.
It is therefore argued that due to these factors there was a need to
find means to improve the choice of language teaching strategies. Attention
should be directed at use of student-centred strategies which involve all
the students and hence facili tate the 1earni n!~processes. The teachers
should be trained to plan appropriate language teaching strategies which
integrate with the learnin!~ processes of all the students in the classroom.
Furthermore, the stUdy revealed the nature of the relationship between
the language teachIng strategies and the learnIng processes in the teaching
of reading and speaking skills. It was found out that there was little
relationship. In all the t ..•..."enty class sessions observed.. only two seSSIons
showed real interrelationship between the two varIables. The language
teaching strategy in the two sessions was "lecturing" and the learning
process was "attending" and taking notes. It was suggested teachers'
colleges should ftnd right teachIng strategies during Teaching practtce time
which Integrate with learning processes of all and not few students. More
project work should be gIven to student-teachers during teaching practice
so as to nnd out approprIate language teachIng strategIes.
The stUdy also Indicated that there were sorne constraInts to effecttve
teaching and learnIng of the reading and speakIng SkIlls. The major
constraints observed Included teacher's perceptlon of students' abilities,
students' lack of motivatton and interest because of their linguistlc
background and teachers being bad models. Teachers had a tendency to
interact with few able students In the classroom and ignore the rest of the
class. This could be caused by the use of student-centred strategies in
classrooms WhICh have Inadequate and Insufficient Til facilIties. The
facilitIes could have enabled all the stwjents to work freely at their own
pace. The facilities would as well have motivated both teachers and
students in the classroom and aroused interest. It is suggested that the
government should enlighten stUdents, teachers, parents and other members
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of the society on the importance of teaching and learning English language in
secondary schools. This would reduce some constraints to effective
teaching and learning in the classroom. In !~enerat the flndings disagreed
v·tith the flrst hypothesis and confirmed the second and third hypotheses.
5.3. Conclusion
On the basis of the research findings, analysis and discussion, the
following conclusions were drawn:
1. Secondary school teachers of English language use student-centred
teaching strategies in the classrooms as emphasised by the ELTSP
officials. Hov'Iever, these strategies integrate with the learning
processes of very few students becouse of the problem of inodequote
ond insufficient T!L facilities which are necessary for student-
centred strategi es.
2. The choice of language teaching strategies considered the immediate
and far-reaching detertTIining and influencing factors, and not
guidelines like the syllabus which might not facilitate the classroom
teachi ng!l earni ng processes.
3. There was little interrelationship between the language teaching
strategies used and students' learning processes in the classroom. It
is suggested that integrotion of language teaching strategies and
learning processes should be intensified in the teachers' colleges.
Student -teachers should work on appropriate language teaching
strategies during their teaching practice time and write their
suggestions to be discussed in workshops and seminars.
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4. The major constraints to effective teaching and learning of English
language included teachers' teaching abilities as revealed through the
involvement of students in the classroom) students' lack of motivation
and interest. It is suggested that the go·...·ernment should enlighten
students .. teachers) parents and other members of the society on the
importance of teaching and learning English language as a FL)
international language and medium of instruction.
5_4_ Recommendot1ons
On the basis of the research findings and discussion of results the
following recommendations are made. This is for the purpose of promoting
the process of English language teaching and learning in Tanzanian
secondary school classrooms through integrating the language teaching
strategies and learning processes.
1. The secondary school English language teachers should choose
appropriate language teaching strategies. which enable all and not few
students to Iearn.
English language teachers should be trained on how to relate the
language teaching strategies and the learning processes of all the
students in the classroom. This should be included in the En!llish
language methodology course outlines.
3. The government should make a closer follow-up of the
teachingilearning processes of English language than it does at the
moment. The flndings and experience have shown that there are many
contraints to effective teaching and learning of English Language.
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Some of the constraints, for example the provision of
teaching/learning facflities and the proper training of English language
teachers could be rectified.
5_5 Suggestlons for Further Research
1. This stUdy was conducted to cover reading and speaking skflls. More
studies of this kind are required to provide inforn1ation on the other
English language skills, that is, listening and writing skills.
2. This stUdy had focussed on the language teaching strategies which
Englfsh language teachers used.: factors which determine the
strategies' choice, relationship between the language teaching
strategies and learning processes and constraints. More studies should
be conducted on different people's views (e.g Heads of schools,
teachers, parents., government officials) on the improvement of
teoching ond learning of English longuoge in secondary school
classrooms.
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APPENDIX A:
A TRANSCRIPTION OF A LESSON OBSERVED IN SCHOOL A
ThlS transcrlption lS one of the verbal lnteractions tape recorded
durlng CRobservations. The language teachlng strategles It reveals lS "the
teacher dlrectlng sllent readlng of the text" followed by "oral Questlon-
answer sessl0n". The learnlng processes revealed are "comprehendlng and
answerlnQ Questions". It can be noticed that the same students were
answerlng the Questlons (Pt, P2, P3, P", Ps,Pfj)most of the time.
T
P = Student
Pl -
P2 =
PS =
1st student
2nd student etc.
Students (In chorus)
= Teacher
T: GoodmornlnQ class
PS: Goodmornlng (Slr)
T: Slt down
T: Okay, to me thlS lS the first llterature book to deal with in this
class
Is thlS the flrst or second llterature book you deal \Nith'?
P1: the second
T: Youhave done song of La\NlnO...
(Sllence)
T: Today 'Yvestart Things Fall Apart written by Chinua Achebe
T: No'wlets openpage five
There you fl nd names of people or maln characters 1n the book.
T: (readlng) Okonkwo - A famous vlllager:,
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Unoka - Okonkwo's father; Nwoye-Okonkwo's eldest son; Ikemlfuna -
a boy from another v111age;Ekv\"efl - Okonkwo's second wife; OdlyUgO
- thlrd and youngest wife; EZlnma - Okonbvo's daughter; Oblerlka -
Okokwo's friend; Ezeudu - village elder; Uchendu - Okonkwo's uncle
and Chlel0 - a prlest.
T: Read the flrst chapter QUlckly, I glve you 10 mlnutes
Ps: (Read the flrst chapter sl1ently, four to flve students sharlng one
book)
T: Now let's go to the Questions/answers session, is it?
T: Number one, what is the dlstrlct that Okonkwo llved?
Do you know? Ves'?
P1: Okonkwo 11ved 1n Umuofl a dl strl ct.
T: yes, Okonkwo 11vedln Umuofla dlstrlct. Is it'? second Questlon:
What lS the name of Okonkwo's father'? Ves?
P2: Okonkwo's father lS Unoka
T: yes. Okonkwo's father lS unoka ee
T: Now, why was Okonkwo ashamed of his father? mm? What was the
problem? mm? yes'?
P 1: Okonkwo was ashamed of his father because he was a lazy man.
T: He was a lazy man. Is it? What else'?
P2: He was afraid of war
T: What else?
P3: He dldn·t llke to ·.•...fork:
T: What else? Okay, those are the things which made Okonkwo feel
ashamed of hlS father. Question number three - why did the clan
respect Okonkwo'? mm? Musa? .. Abel? ..mm'?
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P4: The clan respected Okonkwo because Okonkwo was not lfke his
father
T: v\"hat? Ves ... BuL ..
P2: Because he was an Osu
T: He was famous. is a?
Why was he famous'?
T: let us check for the truth
"lkemHuna comes to Umuofla" Ten minutes
T: (after 10 minutes of sl1ent readln~] by students)
Ves? We are in qroup three now.
P4: Other districts were afraid of Umuofia because the district was
famous for kill i ng, for war.
T: qes, v-that happend to IkemHuna.
P t: he was brought to Umuofia because his father killed a woman.
T: yes?
P5: he came to Umuofia to sta~ wah Okonkwo
T: What was the cause?
P5: His father kllled a woman from Umuofia
T: When the people of Umuofia knew that one of their woman was
kll1ed they went to the other vlllage. They were given Ikemifuna and
another woman. So you see the reason. Is a?
PI: I think a is not so, it is IkenHuna's father who kllled the woman
T: Ten minutes
P5: (read silently another chapter)
T: Who was Nwoye?
P5: Okonkwo's eldest son
T: Why did Okonkwo keep beating Nwoye?
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P2: Because he knew that he was very strong
T: Yes ... buL ..
P3: He was afraid that he will copy his grand father's behaviour.
T: Before we go on what do we learn from the social factor of this
district? mm?
T: is there any kind of cooperation?
P 1: yes} when there was a meeting so many people attended
T: Okay.
Wh!Jdid Nwoye leave the district? mm? !Jes? monitor?
P6: he thought that IkemHuna knows everything.
T: yes
T: Number three} wh!J dilj Okonkwo never let anyone do that thing? MM?
T: (Repeats Question)
P')· He always wanted to shov" people that he was powerful
T: yes} it is written in the chapter.
T: (reads a paragraph)
T: Read chapter four "The Week of Peace" ten minutes
P5: (rea,j sl1entl ~J)
T: (after ten minutes) vvhen does the week of Peace starts? mm? qes?
P t: It starts before the people plant their !-lams
T: Are the husbands allowed to beat their wives?
P5: No
T: How did Ok:onkwo break the rules in the weak of Peace?
P5: he beat his wHe.
T: Why?
P2: He forgot that it \'vas a \Neek of Peace. His wHe went out and came
late.
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T: yes.
T: For toda!-jlet us end here. !=IO and read chapter ftve and SIX
__________ e n d _
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APPENDIX B
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION FORM A
Date: _ Class:. _ Number of students, _
Lesson ObjecUve(s) _
Dorninant actIvities/behaviours revealed by the teacher (T) and/or
student(s) (P) During the class session.
TOTAL
Behavi our / Act i vi ty T P T P
1. Reading
2. UstenInQ
7 Asking Questions.J.
4. Encouraging
5. Answeri nQQuest ions
6. Explaining
7. Non-oral communication
8. Silence (confusion)
9. Individual work
10. Groupwork
11. Greeeting/announcing
12. Others:
TOTAL
READINGSKILLS
10.3
CLASSROOM OBSERVAT ION FORM B
Date: _ Class _ Number of Students _
Lesson objective(s) _
Dominant activities/behaviours revealed by the teacher(T) and/or student(s)
(P) During the class session.
SPEAKING SKILLS
TOTAL
Behavi our IAct i vi ty T P T P
1. Speaki ng dri 11s
2. Ustening drills
3. Asking questions
4. Explaining
5. Encouraging
6. Answeri ng quest ions
7 Acknowledging
8. Silence (confusion)
9. Individual work
10. Group discussion
11. Assessing
12. Greeeting/announcing
13. Others: . role playing
. self-evaluating
. directing
TOTAL
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APPENDIX C
A SYNOPTIC CHART FOR OBSERVATION
Date: Class: _
lesson objectlve(s). _
Number of students __
Time (r1inutes) Teachi ng Strategy learni ng Process
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
Extra
ConcluslOn: Teact-Iing strategy: _
learnl ng Process: _
Constrai nts:
APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS fOR TEACHERS
I. What is your academic qual1f1caUon?
2. How long have you been teaching English Language?
3. Ir/hat are your personal reasons for teaching Enghsh Language?
4. What do you think are the ideal strategies for teaching:
(a) speaklng ski 11s?
(b) readlnq skills?
5. What factors do you think contribute to students' poor acquisition
of reading and speaking skills?
6. What factors do you think affect your choice of teaching strategies?
7. Canyou please point out problems which you face in teaching
speaking and reading skl1ls in the classroom?
8. Please, would you provide some suggestfons on improving the
teaching/learning of speaking and reading skills in the classroom?
9. How would you rate your students' acquisition of:
(a) speaking skill? very good, good, poor, very poor?
(b) reading skill? very good, good, poor, very poor?
10. In your training, were you taught how to integrate teaching
strategies and learning processes in the classroom?
It. Haveyou got any other comments on the teaching and learning of
Engl1shLanguagein secondary school classroom?
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APPENDIX E
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR TEACHERS
Dear Teacher,
It is well known that there is some efforts being taken to improve the
teaching and learning of Engllsh Lan!~uagein Tanzania Secondary Schools.
The aim of this Questlonnaire is to try to get your views and opinions
of the nature of the Engllsh teaching and learning processes going on in the
classroom and possibly get your suggestlons on how to improve the
situation.
Please be plain in your answers. "lour opinions and other informatlon
will not affect you anyhm¥.
Thank you in advance.
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Sex (Male/Female) _
Your teachi ng experi ence _
Yourqualification (Tick one or more):
Diploma in Education _
Bachelor of Arts (E,j) _
Others:
I. Your teachi ng sUbjects:
0)
(ii)
(iii)
2. The sUbjects which you are teaching in this school at the
moment:
(0
(i i)
(iii)
3. Rank from 1 to 5 (best to least) the teachin!J strategies which
you frequently use in teaching speaking skills from the
following:
(a) Teacher-centered instruction
(b) Student-centered instruction
(c) Team - practice
(d) Combination of the three
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(e) Programmed instruction
4. Rank from 1 to 5 (best to least) the teaching strategies which
you frequently use in teaching reading skills from the folowing:
(a) Teacher-centered instruction
(b) Student-centered instruction
(c) Team - practice
(d) Cornbination of the three
(e) Programmed instruction
5. According to your experience, which teaching strategies
(r1binu) have you used to make sure that your students are
masteri ng:
(a) ReadingSkills
(i)
(ii)
Oii)
(b) Speaking Skills
(i)
Oi)
Oii)
5. Rank the following factors (from 1 to 8 most to least
prevalling) wflich affect the teaching and learning process
in the English classroom:
(1) Class size
(ij) Avallabllity of teaching/learning materials _
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(110 Avallbllit4 of textbooks
(lv) Abllity of the students
(v) linguistIc background of the students __
(vO Teacher's mastery of the sUbject matter
(vii) Teacher's teaching strategies __
(V11i) The English syllabus
6. Rank the follo· .•.ving factors which influence the choice of
teaching strategies
(a) Socio-linguistlc situatlon
(b) Student's learning techniques
(c) Student's interests and objectives
(d) Teacher's training background __
(e) Teacher's experience and personality _
7. 'wllich of tt-Ieteactling strategies and students learning
strategies suggested in the English syllabus do you follow?
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
Why? _
8. How far does the learning of reading and speaking skills depend
on teaching strategles used?
Less than 50% []
50% [J
More than 50% ( 1
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9. In your training (pre-service and in-service) were you taught
how to relate teaching strategies an,j learning processes'?
Ves l
No l
Not sure l
10. What classroom problems do you face in teaching English
language as a whole'?
(0
(i0
(iiO
11. What are your suggestions on improving the teaching of English
Ieanguage espec i aIIy
(a) Spoken language
(0
(i0
(i i i)
(b) Reading
(0
(H)
(Hi)
(c) Written language
(0
(iO
(iii)
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APPENDIX F
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS
STREA~1: SEX: _
l.
In your opinion, your teacher teaches Engltsh language (Tick your one
choice)
(a) Very we 11
(b) Very badly
(c) Average
(d) Not sure
Tick three learning techniques v....hich you use in learning
speaking skills:
(a) Memorizing
(b) Imitating the teacher
(c) Repetition
(d) Seeking help from other students _
(e) Speechpractice (oral drills)
(f) Help from horne (e.g. parents)
3. tick three learning techniques which you use in learning reading
skills.
(a) Reading many books and newspapers
(b) Studying Vocabulary _
(c) Answering comprehension Questions
(d) Translation
(e) Seeking help from the teacher
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([) Reading quickly looking for important facts
5. list down problems which you face in learning:
(a) Spoken English
(0
(H)
(HO
(b) Reading in English
(0
(H)
(HO
4. (a)
(0
(i0
(Hi)
What are your reasons for learning spoken English?
6. What are your suggestions on how to irnprove the teaching and
learning of English language as a whole?
(0
(i0
(HO
